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THE NEW IMPACTS ON PRODUCTIVITY
From profi tability to effi ciency, productivity to throughput, 

collision repair shops need to improve these areas to save 

time and money.

Ecommerce is a new way you can positively impact 

productivity, making improvement to all of these measures 

possible in your shop. 

This way of buying is increasing across all industries, and 

data in this new whitepaper shows how buying product, 

parts and consumables online should be an option for 

your shop. 

Download the free whitepaper with information from eBay 

Motors specifi cally for collision repair shops to see how you 

could save more time and money.
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TAKATA RECALL 
UPDATE
Toyota’s Lee Smith speaks 

about the challenges of 

the Takata recall and what 

shops can do. Watch:
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TRENDING

BREAKING

NEWS

KRISTA MCNAMARA //
Content Channel Director

PALM SPRINGS — From cycle 

time to profits, quality and safe 

repairs, estimates control the success or 

failure of your collision repair business. 

So are you doing them correctly?

Roger Cada with Accountable Esti-

mating presented on the ADAS/safety 

system impact on the estimating process 

and how this will then impact your busi-

ness at the January Collision Industry 

Conference in Palm Springs.

“If the estimate is not fully com-

pleted, you will find the car slows down 

in the business model; cycle time will be 

slowed down; quality will be impacted 

and so will profits. If it is not on the es-

timate, most technicians will not fix it. 

So then there are quality shortfalls that 

happen, and that impacts CSI,” Cada said.

“The estimate controls your whole 

business. If we don’t do everything that 

is required to provide the repairs to make 

the vehicle whole, we put the customer 

in jeopardy.”

Repairers first need to know what is 

covered by a customer’s policy. “Ques-

tions need to be asked of those paying 

the bills, and we need to figure out how 

we are going to document everything to 

make sure you get paid,” Cada said. He 

outlined the following as a guide:

• Time to diagnose the damage?

• Time to research all repair strategies?

•  Time for a tech to connect the equip-

ment, tend the battery, perform the 

INDUSTRY NEWS

SEE NORTHEAST’S 
COLLISION P.R.E.P. CLASS 
SCHEDULE 
AASP/NJ and WMABA 
have released the program 
schedule for the Collion 
Professional Repairer 
Education Program 
(P.R.E.P.) at NORTHEAST 
2019, March 15-17.
ABRN.COM/PREP19

CALIBER, ABRA MERGER 
TRANSACTION CLOSES
Caliber Collision Centers 
and Abra Auto Body Repair 
of America announced 
the closing of the merger 
that unites the companies’ 
teams, brands and 
operations to better serve 
customers and insurers.
ABRN.COM/CLOSED

AFTERMARKET CRASH 
PARTS LEGISLATION ON 
FAST TRACK
The Wyoming legislature 
is considering legislation, 
SF0095, that would 
negatively impact collision 
repairers and consumers 
relative to aftermarket 
crash parts.
ABRN.COM/SF0095

INFINITI STRESSES 
IMPORTANCE OF 
SCANNING 
INFINITI has released a 
position statement again 
stressing the importance 
of pre- and post-repair 
scanning in the repair 
process to ensure proper 
and complete repairs.
ABRN.COM/INFINITI

3M, CREF CONTINUE 
HIRE OUR HEROES 
PROGRAM
3M Automotive Aftermarket 
Division and the Collision 
Repair Education 
Foundation are again 
offering the 3M Hire Our 
Heroes scholarship and tool 
grant program for 2019. 
ABRN.COM/HOH19

>> CONTINUES ON PAGE 7 >> CONTINUES ON PAGE 8

I-CAR DRIVING 
TRAINING OPTIONS, 
EFFICIENCY 

PALM SPRINGS — I-CAR 
is expanding their training 

options, while also reducing training 
hours to increase knowledge 
opportunities with more effi ciency. 

During CIC Palm Springs in 
January, I-CAR President and CEO 
John Van Alstyne said 24 percent of 
the industry is now seriously engaged 
in I-CAR training, and the group’s 
goal is to continue making training as 
easily accessible as possible.

With a host of changes in place 
or set to roll out beginning in the 
2019 second quarter, I-CAR has 
worked with the industry to ensure 
all changes are relevant, explainable, 
sustainable, affordable and solving 
expressed pain points and needs.

Participation in I-CAR training 
is growing, with online and in-
shop training options both seeing 
signifi cant growth. The number of 
welding students taking certifi cation 
courses has nearly doubled from 
2016, going from 12,944 students 
to 23,500 in 2018. They have also 
gone from hosting roughly 6,000 

TRAININGCIC PALM SPRINGS

ESTIMATES ARE IN CONTROL 
OF YOUR BUSINESS 
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NEVER MISS AN ISSUE! To continue to receive Collision Pros, sign up for a free electronic subscription of 
Collision Pros magazine at toyotapartsandservice.com/collision.

Now, Take Collision Pros Magazine
 Everywhere You Go!

As this popular publication heads into its 22nd year, you’ll now have access to more 
robust content that affects your industry at your fi ngertips, 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week. On a completely digital friendly platform, we’ll bring you an enhanced user 
experience with interactive content, product information, videos and access points to 
Toyota collision and mechanical repair news. 

Moving to digital is also Toyota’s way of helping to positively impact the environ-
ment. So, sign up now for your free issue of digital Collision Pros Magazine at either 
“Collision” or Mechanical” entry points at toyotapartsandservice.com. 

FUELING YOUR SUCCESS

In this issue, we look at what it takes to run a successful collision repair shop—it’s so 
much more than hanging a sign, hiring technicians and putting a few ads in the paper. 
It requires a talented pool of individuals to coordinate scheduling, parts orders, repair 
processes, quality assurance, OEM information and training, and customer care. Why go 
it alone? Toyota is here to support every aspect of your business so you can concentrate 
on providing the highest quality repairs to your customers. 

One of the handiest tools available to any repair professional are checklists—an 
easy-to-use list of items that can keep you on track and ensure you’ve double-checked 
every detail of a job. If you’re looking for ideas about creating an exhaustive set of 
checklists, be sure to read Checks and Balances where we offer suggestions from what 
to look for upon vehicle arrival to pre-repair and post-repair.

For real value, quick delivery and outstanding fi ll rates, tap into the expertise of a 
Toyota dealer to order Toyota Genuine Parts. In addition to exclusive discounts on select 
parts, you have access to a suite of premier services that will ensure your business is set 
for success. Read Toyota Supports Your Success in this issue for details.

If you’re curious about Toyota’s Technical Information System (TIS) be sure to check 
out our tutorial on the Damage Diagnosis Document, where you’ll get insider informa-
tion that will help you restore a vehicle to pre-accident condition. And in Part III of our 
Social Media series, our tips about creating helpful and interesting posts as well as 
recommendations for responding to positive and negative customer comments can help 
you manage your Yelp and Facebook accounts. 
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PRE- AND POST-REPAIR CHECKLISTS CAN BE THE KEY 

TO A HAPPY CUSTOMER AND FUTURE REFERRALS.

TOP PERFORMING SHOPS RELY ON FOCUSED PROCESSES TO MANAGE REPAIR DETAILS AND KEEP CUSTOMERS SATISFIED 
AND SAFE. One of the most frequently used processes is pre- and post-repair checklists to ensure all necessary repairs were prop-
erly performed.

When your customers take delivery of their vehicles after repairs are complete, they expect them to be in perfect operating order. 
If they fi nd an issue, they can lose faith in both your facility and the vehicle itself. Pre- and post-repair checklists can be the key to a 
happy customer and future referrals. 

The following suggestions can help you create an effective checklist for your facility:

UPON ARRIVAL AT YOUR FACILITY:

  Use a pre- and post-repair itemized check sheet. 
  –  Best practice: Attach digital photos to the repair 

order to document the condition of the vehicle.
  Conduct a thorough vehicle walk-around with 

the customer. 
  –  Remind the owner that personalized electronic 

memory items may need to be reset once they take 
delivery, such as seat position, side mirrors, steering 
wheel, etc.

  –  Record any non-related or pre-existing damage inside 
and out (digital photos of pre-existing conditions are 
helpful). Review your fi ndings with the customer. 

  Include a written consent form and explain that the 
vehicle will be test driven upon completion to validate 
all equipment is performing as designed.

Checks and Balances:
ENSURE CUSTOMER SAFETY—USE CHECKLISTS 

Collision Pros 3



BEFORE REPAIRS BEGIN:

  Use a mil gauge to measure 
paint thickness when repainting 
is involved.

  –  This may also help identify if 
the vehicle has been previously 
worked on. 

  Measure and check tires and 
note any abnormal wear pattern 
before beginning repairs. 

  Check the 12-volt battery age 
and state of charge (sitting in 
a shop for an extended period 
without charging may drain 
the battery).

  Perform a pre- and post-scan 
(a health check) with Toyota’s 
Techstream or Techstream Lite 
to identify what past or current 
DTCs are listed and to see if 
any recalls or repair campaigns 
are needed. 

  –  Use TIS vehicle inquiry to 
identify standard and optional 
equipment on the vehicle 
and to ensure correct parts 
ordering.

    –  For the steps to perform a 
health check, watch the video 
at: toyotapartsandservice.com/
collision/collision-resources/
videos.

   Record settings of electronic 
memory of ECUs that can be 
reset without the owner, such as 
radio presets. 

  Safely disarm the electrical 
system per TIS and print all 
TIS documents to know what’s 
involved in disassembly, non-
reusable parts, precaution, in-
spection, dimensions and repair. 
Upon assembly include proper 
torquing of nuts and bolts, cali-
brations, or any other instructions 
or procedures needed to perform 
a complete and thorough repair. 

  Compare two- and three-di-
mensional measurements of the 
body structure and subframes. 
Measure and verify the geometric 
angles of steering and suspen-
sion components to validate that 
they’re within TIS specifi cations.

  Look for predictable areas of mis-
alignment that are engineered 
to deform, defl ect and absorb 
collision damage away from the 
passenger cabin and minimize 
injury to passengers. Look for 
holes, convolutions, punch-outs, 
kick up, kick down and laser-
welded tailor blanks. 

   Look for those not so obvious in-
dicators of damage, like cracked 
paint or caulking, stressed or 
open seams, torn or broken 
welds, and loose or broken 
plastic components.

   Inspect the engine compartment 
for bent or broken engine and 
transmission mounts, driveshafts 
and steering and suspension 
components. 

After a vehicle has 
been in a collision, there 
can be many obvious and 
not obvious systems affected. All 
affected systems need to be repaired 
or replaced so the vehicle can look and 
perform as designed. If you overlook a system, 
and the vehicle is in another accident, customer 
safety may be compromised.”

 — Joe DiDonato, 
Senior Collision & Refi nish Training Administrator
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  Inspect the undercarriage for 
bent axles, suspension or steering 
components. 

  –  Check for fl uid leaks on any 
moving components in the 
damage area, such as struts, 
steering assemblies, transfer 
case, rear axle, etc. 

   Note: If an engine pan gasket 
is leaking, but there’s no visible 
damage, it may not be due to 
a collision.

  Inspect the passenger compart-
ment for secondary damage to 
interior components that are 
designed to absorb collision 
energy away from occupants to 
minimize injury. 

  Check the vehicle for the Takata 
Airbag Recall: 

  – toyota.com/recall/takata 
  Check for seat misalignment, 

binding, squeaks or rubbing 
while adjusting the seats. 

  Inspect the seat belts for 
abnormal retracting, tears in 
the stitching or stretching, and 
anchor point deformations.

   Inspect the steering wheel 
for abnormalities, such as 
bent spokes.

   –  Check if the steering wheel 
wobbles while rotating or if 
the front wheels aren’t point-
ing straight ahead when the 
steering wheel is centered. Turn 
the steering wheel completely 
right then completely left to 
identify any noises, binding or 
tight spots. 

  Inspect the steering column 
for deformation. 

  –  Locate the collapsing or break-
away locations in “TIS New Car 
Feature” and “How to Inspect 
in the Repair Manual” section 
for each specifi c vehicle. 

  Perform an Occupant Classifi ca-
tion Sensitivity (OCS) inspection 
using SST weights on the seats 
to measure accurate weight 
capacity for seats with sensors.

  Inspect all lighting to see if front 
lamp aiming is needed.

AFTER REPAIRS ARE COMPLETE:

  Conduct a post-scan health  
check to verify that all DTCs have 
been corrected. 

  Use the check-in checklist to 
verify that all equipment is func-
tioning as designed. 

  Double-check the following:
  –  Paint looks like new.
  –  All bolts are tightened up.
  –  Air conditioning is 

fully charged.
  –  Fluids are topped off.
  –  Doors open, close, lock and 

unlock properly.
  –  Gaps and seams are aligned.
  –  The battery is charged, and the 

leads are on tight.
  Test drive the vehicle to confi rm 

all systems are restored to pre-
accident condition. 

   Finally, wash and clean the 
vehicle as if it were a new 
car delivery.

  –  Take post-repair digital photos 
and attach to the fi le.

You should also understand your 
customers’ rights when it comes to 
repairs. To get the details, read The ABCs 
of Collision Repair Consumer Rights on 
our website: toyotapartsandservice.com/
collision/repair-rights.

When you take the time to properly 
check a vehicle in, and then review it 
again before delivery, your customers 
will know that you care about their 
business and their safety. Take the time 
and use checklists—your customers will 
thank you!  
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YOU KNOW THAT SOURCING 

TOYOTA GENUINE PARTS FROM 

YOUR TOYOTA DEALER OFFERS 

YOU THE BEST PART AVAILABLE, 

EXCELLENT FILL RATES AND IN-

CREASED PROFIT. BUT DID YOU 

KNOW THAT YOUR TOYOTA DEAL-

ER PARTNER HAS EVEN MORE TO 

OFFER? FROM ACCESS TO THE 

BEST SUPPLY-CHAIN MANAGE-

MENT TOOLS IN THE INDUSTRY 

TO EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS ON 

SELECT PARTS, YOUR TOYOTA 

DEALER MAKES IT BETTER 

AND EASIER THAN EVER TO 

KEEP YOUR CUSTOMER’S 

TOYOTA A TOYOTA.

Toyota Supports 
Your Success
TURN TO YOUR TOYOTA DEALER FOR EXCEPTIONAL ADDED VALUE 

6 Collision Pros



OPS TECHNOLOGY SUITE™

This powerful collision supply-chain 
management solution can help enhance 

relationships, reduce costs and fuel employee productivity by 
getting you the right part the first time, at the right price. Fea-
tures include Trax, an online collision parts ordering system; 
ValueTrax, which offers Toyota-sponsored discounts on Toyota 
Genuine Parts; and, DeliveryTrax, a real-time delivery tracking 
tool. Through OPS TraxPod, your Toyota dealer can send you 
order status tracking, delivery notifications and deal/discount 
notifications.

TOYOTA TECHNICAL  

INFORMATION SYSTEM (TIS)

If your Toyota dealer is a STAR Elite 
Dealer, you may be provided a complimentary subscription to 
Toyota’s TIS, which will give you access to the most up-to-date 
technical information on 1990 or later Toyota, Lexus and Scion 
vehicles marketed in the U.S. TIS also includes service bulletins, 
repair manuals, wiring diagrams and technical training, as well 
as a safety recall and service campaign VIN lookup tool, put-
ting the vital information you need to effectively service Toyota 
vehicles at your fingertips.

NEW! TOYOTA MECHANICAL  

PARTS PROGRAM (TMPP)  

POWERED BY REPAIRLINK®

TMPP incorporates Toyota-spon-
sored competitive discounts with the industry’s most widely 
used OE mechanical parts fulfillment solution. Through TMPP, 
you can place mechanical parts orders online at any time. 
With features like VIN filtering and illustrations like those in 
the Electronic Parts Catalog (EPC), you’ll enjoy improved order 
accuracy, minimized phone time and increased efficiency in 
addition to exclusive Toyota-sponsored discounts. 

TOYOTA COLLISION REPAIR  

& REFINISH TRAINING

Your Toyota dealership’s Wholesale 
Parts Manager is the key to getting your 
technicians into Toyota Collision Repair 

& Refinish Training. Toyota training can help increase your 
shop’s efficiency and customer satisfaction. As a technician at 
an independent collision repair facility, you can only attend 
Toyota Collision Repair & Refinish Training courses if you’re 
sponsored by a Toyota dealership, so building that relationship 
is essential! Sponsored technicians are eligible to take courses 
at Toyota training facilities in Plano, TX, West Caldwell, NJ, and 
Jacksonville, FL.

For more information go to crrtraining.com.

IT JUST MAKES GOOD BUSINESS SENSE!

More than ever, ordering Toyota Genuine Parts from your Toyota dealer just makes sense. If you can’t 
get the part you need today, you can get it tomorrow. That applies to any Toyota Genuine Part. Tap into 
the expertise of your Toyota dealership’s wholesale parts professional to ensure that your order includes 
the correct replacement part and also all of the ancillary parts needed to complete the job. From 
systems and support to troubleshooting and proper guidance, your Toyota dealer is your best resource 
for Toyota Genuine Parts.  

BENEFIT FROM TOYOTA’S PREMIER SERVICES

Toyota dealers are committed to fostering excellent relationships with Independent Repair Facilities (IRFs). After all, we have a com-
mon goal: ensuring the safety, confidence and satisfaction of every Toyota owner. An important part of that commitment is providing 
systems and support that enhance your business success and your customer’s satisfaction. When you do business with a participating 
Toyota dealer, you can benefit from these premier services:

AND, THERE’S MORE: Visit toyotapartsandservice.com, where you’ll find Toyota Genuine Parts product information, 
application charts, videos and a library of industry articles. 
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THE POWER OF
Social Media

You’ve created your Yelp and Facebook for Business pages, and now you’re ready to engage! Let’s focus on what matters most: engag-
ing with your local community in a way that cuts through the clutter.

Social media has created a new phenomenon: social proof. The more fi ve-star ratings, great reviews and likes viewers see, the more 
likely they are to engage with your business. Managing your social media channels to build positive engagement is the key. 

BEST PRACTICES FOR YELP

You run a great shop with a loyal customer base, so you should 
succeed on Yelp simply by updating your profi le, keeping the mes-
saging positive and staying active to help customers fi nd you and 
grow your business.

The fi rst three steps are:
1.  Find Your Business
2. Claim Your Business
3. Build a Great Profi le
It’s critical that your profi le is accurate. Research shows that 

27% of Yelp searches are used to fi nd the location of a business. 

YOU’RE NOW READY TO FOLLOW THESE STEPS TO YELP SUCCESS:

Encourage Reviews—Let potential customers know you’re on 
Yelp. Put a Yelp sign on your business offi ce front. Contact custom-
ers who’ve given you positive feedback in the past and ask them 
to post a review.

Uncover Good Reviews—Sometimes Yelp fi lters push positive 
reviews down into the “not currently recommended” section. The 
Yelp fi lter attempts to eliminate fake reviews by removing those 
that are from profi les with no image, no friends, little engagement, 
and very short, uninformative text. Of course, some of these are 
legitimate reviews. Yelp’s automated review system fi lters around 
20% of the more than 39 million reviews. Thankfully more legiti-
mate, real reviews make it past the Yelp fi lter than those that do 
not. You can improve your chances of having a review get through 
the Yelp fi lter by engaging the review and reviewer by:

• Adding the reviewer as a friend
• Upvoting the review as funny, useful, cool, etc.
• Sending the reviewer a compliment

Be Responsive to Reviews—The Yelp search algorithm favors 
businesses that actively manage their profi les, so being responsive 
can raise their rankings. Respond appreciatively to positive reviews 

Ready!
Set!
Engage!
Getting the Most Out of Yelp & Facebook

IN OUR SUMMER AND FALL ISSUES OF COLLISION PROS, WE COVERED SETTING UP YELP AND FACEBOOK 
BUSINESS PAGES. HERE, WE’LL EXPLORE HOW TO GET THE MOST BENEFIT OUT OF THOSE EFFORTS.

Building your social media community can be rewarding and fun. Just stay active and walk in your customers’ shoes. They’ll engage with you when they see that you’re their partner in keeping their Toyotas safe and reliable. To learn more about how you can leverage 
social media to boost your body shop business, check out the University of Toyota’s Social Media Class B0020.
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FACEBOOK NEWSFEED: QUALITY IS THE KEY

Your Facebook for Business page should focus on quality posts, not quantity. 
Facebook fi lters out irrelevant and poor-quality posts, so only the best posts will 
display high on your customers’ newsfeeds.

Ryan Taylor, CEO of Body Shop Booster, offers three Facebook rules of thumb 
that can help deliver results.

RULE 1: TARGET YOUR CUSTOMER 

Body shops should focus on proximity when posting Facebook ads. The average 
urban body shop only draws customers within a fi ve-mile radius for an estimate 
(14 miles if rural). Use Facebook’s geotargeting tool to reach people in your pri-
mary market area and to target neighborhoods where your ideal customers live.

RULE 2: IF YOU CONFUSE THEM, YOU LOSE THEM! 

Taylor noted that the most common marketing mistake he sees is “shops 
bragging about themselves.” Posts about your equipment and qualifi cations don’t 
resonate with potential customers. “Look at your message through the eyes of the 
customer,” advises Taylor. “Talk convenience, support, assistance, simplifi cation. A 
collision is a stressful event—show how you can help.”

RULE 3: MAKE IT EASY TO CONNECT WITH YOU! 

The more quickly you engage with a person, the more likely they’ll become your 
customer. “Shops often make it diffi cult to do business with them—we’re only 
open 8:00-5:00, the same hours your customer works!” continued Taylor. “Make 
it easy for your customer to contact you—use Calls to Action (CTAs) with a phone 
number or a link to your website.”  

and respond to negative reviews sincerely and 
constructively. Apologize, ask how your services 
could improve and describe the steps you’re tak-
ing to improve. 

Make Announcements and Offers—Use 
Yelp’s announcement tool to broadcast important 
business updates and use the offi cial Yelp Deals 
to give your Yelp community special offers.

The bottom line: Staying active and responding to 
reviews in a timely and positive manner can build 
your solid reputation in the community.

Building your social media community can be rewarding and fun. Just stay active and walk in your customers’ shoes. They’ll engage with you when they see that you’re their partner in keeping their Toyotas safe and reliable. To learn more about how you can leverage 
social media to boost your body shop business, check out the University of Toyota’s Social Media Class B0020.

Respond quickly and profession-

ally—33% of negative reviews turn 

positive after the business owner 

has responded and addressed the 

situation!
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LOGGING INTO TIS

To access TIS, go to 
techinfo.toyota.com. To create 
an account, click Subscribe 
and choose the option that’s 
best for you. For additional help 
on using TIS, click the Using TIS 
Tutorial web module under the 
TIS Featured Information section 
in the upper right-hand corner of 
the TIS homepage. Or TIS users 
can contact 877-762-7666 to 
ask questions on the use and 
operation of TIS.

PART 1: THE DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS DOCUMENT 

Toyota’s Technical Information System (TIS) is a web-based database for service information 
that includes service bulletins, tech tips, repair manuals, quick training guides, collision repair 
manuals and new car features. The information found in TIS is essential for the proper repair of 
any Toyota, Lexus or Scion vehicle. Over the next few issues, we’ll explore different TIS docu-
ments that are beneficial to collision repairers. The first document we’ll cover is the Damage 
Diagnosis document found in the Collision Repair Manual section.

DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS DOCUMENT FOR EACH TOYOTA MODEL

Found under the Collision Repair Manual tab for each specific model, the Damage Diagnosis 
document shows how the forces of a collision are transferred throughout the vehicle. The Dam-
age Diagnosis document provides estimators with information on where to look for potential 
damage.

The Damage Diagnosis document also details a variety of collision scenarios, for example, a 
head-on collision, rear-end collision or side impact. Each diagram outlines how the forces are 
diverted in an accident. For instance, in a side impact, where the center pillar is located, you can 
see how the forces are diverted along the door beams and possibly diverted to the bulkhead. 
The bulkhead can be easily overlooked during an inspection, when, in fact, it may also need 
repair. Seeing where crush zones are located and how they’re designed to give makes it easier to 
determine which components need to be replaced or repaired. 

After you identify all supplemental damage, continue to reference the Collision Repair docu-
ment to properly blueprint your repair. 

The Damage Diagnosis document is just one example of the robust technical information 
available on TIS. Look for the second installment of our tutorial series in our next issue.

TOYOTA TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION SYSTEM (TIS) 
»TUTORIAL
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TOYOTA TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION SYSTEM (TIS) 
»TUTORIAL

The Toyota Collision Repair & Refi nish Training Calendar
MARCH — JUNE 2019

PLANO, TX
03/05/19 200 Color Matching For Painters
03/07/19 250 Advanced Painting Techniques
03/12/19 301 Non-Structural Body Repair Techniques
03/26/19 300 Welding Techniques For Collision Repair
03/27/19 601 Hybrid Collision Repair
03/28/19 602 Advanced Hybrid Collision Repair

JACKSONVILLE, FL
03/04/19 601 Hybrid Collision Repair
03/05/19 300 Welding Techniques For Collision Repair
03/06/19 301 Non-Structural Body Repair Techniques
03/18/19 602 Advanced Hybrid Collision Repair
03/19/19 503 Steering & Suspension Analysis & Repair
03/20/19 460 Structural Body Repair Techniques
04/08/19 101 Paint Finish Repair
04/09/19 200 Color Matching For Painters
04/11/19 250 Advanced Painting Techniques
04/22/19 601 Hybrid Collision Repair
04/23/19 300 Welding Techniques For Collision Repair
04/24/19 301 Non-Structural Body Repair Techniques
05/06/19 601 Hybrid Collision Repair
05/07/19 300 Welding Techniques For Collision Repair
05/08/19 301 Non-Structural Body Repair Techniques

06/11/19 101 Paint Finish Repair
06/12/19 200 Color Matching For Painters

WEST CALDWELL, NJ
03/05/19 101 Paint Finish Repair
03/06/19 200 Color Matching For Painters
03/19/19 601 Hybrid Collision Repair
03/20/19 300 Welding Techniques For Collision Repair
03/21/19 301 Non-Structural Body Repair Techniques
04/09/19 503 Steering & Suspension Analysis & Repair
04/10/19 602 Advanced Hybrid Collision Repair
04/23/19 250 Advanced Painting Techniques
05/07/19 601 Hybrid Collision Repair
05/08/19 300 Welding Techniques For Collision Repair
05/09/19 301 Non-Structural Body Repair Techniques
05/14/19 101 Paint Finish Repair
05/15/19 200 Color Matching For Painters

For a complete training schedule and the latest information on 

Toyota’s Collision Repair & Refi nish Training, visit 

crrtraining.com

THIS ISSUE OF COLLISION PROS MAGAZINE MARKS A MOMENTOUS MILESTONE–AFTER MORE THAN 21 YEARS AS A PRINT PUBLICATION, 
WE’RE GOING ALL DIGITAL! The new digital format will give you more opportunities to share, download and print Toyota’s robust content. 
We’ll also be able to include video and interactive content to provide you with an even more engaging reader experience.

WHERE TO FIND US?

Starting with the Summer 2019 issue, 
you’ll be able to access Collision Pros
magazine at toyotapartsandservice.com. 
There, you’ll fi nd the most current issue as 
well as an archive of past issues. 

Past and ongoing Collision 
Pros editions are also available 
on these Toyota websites:

  crrtraining.com
  toyotapartsandservicehub.com

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE—SUBSCRIBE FOR 

FREE TODAY!

Collision Pros email subscribers will re-
ceive an announcement email with a link 
to the new digital publication. Be sure to 
sign up for Collision Pros emails so that 

you’ll receive new issue alerts. 
We look forward to continuing 
our long history of providing 
relevant articles and information 
to the collision repair industry.  

COLLISION PROS GOES SIGN UP FOR DIGITAL COLLISION PROS NOW. 
TOYOTAPARTSANDSERVICE.COM/COLLISION
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JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN,
Doesn’t Mean You Should!

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN,
Doesn’t Mean You Should!

Only Toyota Genuine Parts meet Toyota’s standards of fi t, 
performance and safety. To order, call your Toyota Dealer today!

toyotapartsandservice.com
Where the Pros Go for Toyota Genuine Parts
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physical diagnostics, and all recali-

brations?

•  4-wheel alignment/confirm the ve-

hicle thrust line to set the systems?

•  Time to test drive for the system to 

relearn or recalibrate and confirm?

•  Fuel cost when the recalibration re-

quires it to be topped off?

Diagnostic times are also often a gray 

area. Cada recommends not establishing 

“cookie cutter” diagnostic times. “Each re-

pair should be handled on its own mer-

its” based on OEM recommendations 

and guidelines, Cada said. 

Once you determine the repairs that 

are needed, you need proper documen-

tation. “We have to find a way to start 

keeping records to maintain what we 

did,” Cada said. “You need bulletproof 

documentation.”

In terms of record keeping, which 

Cada suggests maintaining for 20 years 

back, he recommends having:

• Signed releases

•  Images that clearly show all damage, 

repair procedures and quality control

•  All OE repair information used in the 

repairs

• Identified DTCs

•  Screen captures of successful resets 

or recalibrations

•  Images showing the placements of 

the targets

• Pre & post structural measurements

•  Vehicle owner discussions of any 

non-related safety issues identified

This includes photographs of vehicle 

damage and repairs. Cada strongly rec-

ommended taking all of your own photos 

and not relying on owner or insurance 

photos, as they may not be available if 

needed in the future.

Another part of documentation relates 

to conversations you need to have with the 

owner and what is decided. This includes a 

signed release to access and share vehicle 

data, along with documented test drive 

paths, mileage and fuel levels and what 

may change based on test drives, calibra-

tion, etc., and if identified, any unrelated 

structural or safety-related data.

Protecting yourself with bulletproof 

documentation is vital because of your li-

ability. “You are liable for your repairs for 

the life of the vehicle,” Cada said. And if 

a third-party service is used, “the liability 

remains with the repairer who selected 

the provider.”

Event attendees concluded the presen-

tation with a vote — 90 percent in favor 

— on whether to create an Estimate Com-

mittee to address estimating issues. 

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

HOW TELEMATICS FITS INTO THE REPAIR PROCESS
ASTECH // Contributor

Automotive telematics off er consumer-

based services that allow wireless con-

nectivity. Th is allows repair shops to use 

telematics to obtain important remote 

vehicle diagnostics.

Telematics is a system that can talk 

to the onboard powertrain computer. If 

a problem with the vehicle occurs and 

a Diagnostic Trouble Code is created, 

telematics can report the problem back 

to the repair shop. Telematics can also 

offer remote diagnostics if an issue has 

a potential of being serious.

Telematics assists the repair 

process

Many of the telematics technologies al-

ready work on the vehicle’s network. Th is 

would include Vehicle Stability Control 

(VSC), Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) 

and accident avoidance or lane depar-

ture systems, to name a few. Telematics is 

putting together a variety of technologies 

to merge them together.

When the telematics unit is connected 

to the vehicle onboard computer, certain 

types of problems may be fixed by down-

loading new settings or calibrations to the 

vehicle’s onboard computer. Diagnostic in-

formation is provided to the vehicle owner 

and repair shop, because modern vehicles 

now are equipped with telematics.

Connectivity will continue to expand 

thanks to the faster connections on mod-

ern vehicles. Faster connections allow 

more data to travel in both directions —

from the vehicle to repair shop and from 

the repair shop to the vehicle. 

Working together

Once the onboard diagnostics detects 

the malfunction of one of the sensors, 

the telematics system will report the Di-

agnostic Trouble Code to the repair shop 

and have the replacement part ordered, 

delivered and ready to be installed. Th is 

saves time, money and inconvenience to 

the vehicle owner.

Telematics will allow the repair shop 

to determine more quickly if a compo-

nent or vehicle system is not working 

properly, which means they can fix it in 

a more timely fashion. This creates a bet-

ter customer service value between the 

vehicle owner and the repair shop. How-

ever, performing a diagnostic pre-scan 

confirms exactly which repairs will be 

needed before repairs begin. Telematics 

gives repair shops a step up with repairs. 

Post repair

Once the repairs have been completed, 

the repair technician should then per-

form a post scan. Th is will determine if 

all repairs have been identifi ed and com-

pleted before the vehicle is returned to 

the vehicle owner.

TELEMATICS
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Manufacturers can now apply for booth 

space at the 2019 SEMA Show by visiting 

www.semashow.com/buyabooth. 

“The SEMA Show is the leading au-

tomotive trade event in the world and 

where manufacturers of automotive 

parts and accessories connect with the 

$43 billion aftermarket industry,” said 

Tom Gattuso, SEMA Vice President of 

Events. “The show is the best place for 

companies to meet with existing custom-

ers and establish relationships with new 

buyers and key decision makers who at-

tend the SEMA Show.”

Last year’s four-day SEMA Show at-

tracted 161,000 industry professionals, 

including more than 71,000 professional 

buyers representing global retail shops, 

warehouse distributors, e-commerce sites, 

speed shops, dealers, installers and jobbers. 

The 2019 event is Nov. 5-8 in Las Vegas.

The immense brand and product 

exposure that companies obtain by ex-

hibiting at the SEMA Show make the 

trade-only event the most important 

selling opportunity of the year.

“The SEMA Show gives worldwide 

exposure to your products and busi-

ness, opening doors to the national and 

international markets,” said Digipower 

Founder and CEO Marcus Jardim, who 

exhibited at the SEMA Show for the first 

time last year. “It is a fantastic opportu-

nity to create connections and be up-to-

date with automotive industry trends.”

With heightened screening to con-

firm exhibitors represent qualified busi-

nesses, SEMA is a focused trade-only 

event targeted to companies dealing 

with automotive parts and accessories 

that enhance the performance, styling 

and functionality of cars, trucks and 

SUVs. Recent rules limiting booth space 

growth for returning exhibitors ensure 

that all qualified manufacturers and 

new companies in the marketplace who 

would like to participate are able to do so.

Manufacturers that reserve booth 

space before March 29 will be included 

in the Priority Booth Space Selection, 

which begins on April 29. The three-

week process allows exhibitors to select 

the actual booth location within the Las 

Vegas Convention Center. 

SEMA SHOW

events to 14,000 events, which has 
driven a lot of in-shop activity.

Beginning in April, I-CAR is going 
from 71 courses to 128, while also 
transitioning from 236 total hours to 
139.25. Of those, roughly 100 are 
available online, 10 are virtual courses, 
10 hands-on skills and 10 classroom 
courses. Almost all are also available in 
Spanish.

Fourteen Electrical and Diagnostics 
courses are now available, in reaction to 
what the market is dealing with in terms 
of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems.

Eight new vehicles and technology 
courses launched in 2018, bringing the 
total portfolio to about 67 courses that 
are available today that could be vehicle 
specifi c.

“It is all about complete, safe and 
quality repairs. Course counts are going 
up and training hours are going down 
because we have reduced redundancy. 
We are more aware of the shop’s time,” 
said Van Alstyne.

Despite positive growth trends, 
many still aren’t being properly trained 
to repair today’s vehicles. But I-CAR 
continues to make progress. The 
percentage of technicians welding 
without training has gone down across 
all three segments:
•  Steel is down from 69 percent in 

2013 to 46 percent in 2018
•  Sectioning welding is down from 

98 percent in 2013 to 73 percent 
in 2018

•  Aluminum welding is down from 
94 percent in 2013 to 74 percent 
in 2018
“The I-CAR vision is that every person 

in the collision repair industry has the 
information, repair knowledge and skills 
required to perform complete, safe and 
quality repairs for the ultimate benefi t of 
the consumer,” Van Alstyne said. 

Although the Road To Gold 
program is being phased out, I-CAR 
has continued to expand curriculum, 
going from just Core Repair Foundation 
and Welding Certifi cations in 2010 to 

now include Industry Basics, Hands-
on Skills Development Courses, 
Vehicle/Technology Specifi c, In-Shop 
Knowledge Assessments, Education 
Curriculum and Contract Training.

“This is all in reaction to the technical 
tsunami and what we need to do, which 
is to fi x cars right,” Van Alstyne said.

Not only are more courses available, 
but there are more places in which 
to take them. I-CAR has 454 offi cial 
training sites across the US; more than 
half are schools and some are suppliers 
with training centers.

“We want to improve that learning 
environment and get training,” Van 
Alstyne said. “We have a pretty good 
geographic spread right now.”

A schedule of all training available 
in the industry is also hosted on the 
I-CAR site. “We are trying to make this 
an open code. We think I-CAR has 
good training, but we aren’t the only 
organization that offers training, and we 
just want technicians trained. We want 
that transparency,” Van Alstyne said. 

EXHIBIT SPACE FOR SEMA 2019 NOW AVAILABLE

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
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Editor’s Note: This article was origi-

nally published by Dealer Magazine.

E
veryone in the industry has 

heard of the $30 million-plus 

award against a franchised 

dealer’s Texas bodyshop for 

gluing a roof on a Honda Fit, as instruct-

ed by the insurance company, versus the 

128 welds as it was manufactured origi-

nally. A subsequent relatively minor acci-

dent caused the passenger compartment 

to collapse onto the occupants, causing 

severe injuries.   

The insurance company was not held 

liable for anything; the entirety of the 

repair liability was laid on the shop for 

choosing not to do the repair per OEM 

specs. According to the courts, the shop 

personnel had a choice to repair properly 

regardless of the insurance company’s 

compensation, or to not do the job. Ouch!

SEMA speaks

Th e one-of-a-kind annual SEMA extrava-

ganza always features hundreds of learn-

ing opportunities, including informative 

I-CAR workshops, a plethora of booth 

demonstrations and professional pre-

senters from all facets of the automotive 

industry. To say it was an eye-opener re-

garding individual shop collision liability 

would be the proverbial understatement, 

especially learning that insurance com-

panies are off  the hook, no matter what 

they will or will not pay for or instruct in 

any repair process.  

A workshop, “Understanding Shop 

Liability in this Era of Diagnostics, Cali-

brations and Programming,” featured a 

panel of collision industry profession-

als including Mitchell’s SVP of Sales Jack 

OPERATIONS // LIABILITY

UNDERSTAND YOUR 
LIABILITY RISKS

A panel offers suggestions on 
how to best protect your shop  

ED KOVALCHICK // Contributing Editor

PHOTO: GETTYIMAGES.COM/ SUPERGENIJALAC
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OPERATIONS LIAB I LITY

Rozint; Technical VP Aaron Clark (ASE 

Master) from Assured Performance Net-

work; Chuck Olsen, director of operations 

AirPro Diagnostics; Senior VP Nick Notte, 

I-CAR; and American Honda’s Scott Ka-

boos, assistant manager collision mar-

keting. Each of these professionals was 

well-versed and integrated into vital por-

tions of the automotive collision world.  

The session was moderated by SVP of 

Business Development Michael Quinn 

of AirPro Diagnostics. The capper of this 

was an introductory talk by none other 

than Todd Tracy, the aggressive lead law-

yer in the aforementioned multi-million-

dollar collision settlement.  

We were reminded that insurance 

personnel “are not the experts,” and that 

the collision repairers are the ones who 

make the right or wrong decisions. Every 

collision professional has the choice of 

refusing a job based on insurance pay-

ment coverage or collecting extra funds 

from the vehicle owner to do it correctly. 

Doing it inadequately or incorrectly 

should never be an option.

The session began by pointing out that 

high-end vehicles now contain some 100 

million lines of code — three times the 

amount on the new F35 fighter plane! New 

repair requirements are abundant, and 

utilizing OEM procedures is absolutely 

not an option now. Noteworthy was the 

proclamation that the “post-repair” inspec-

tion industry is popping up in support of 

consumers, something that will become 

predominant in the collision industry. 

Tracy proclaimed that the insurance 

industry has “dictated repair procedures 

far too long” and that if this situation 

continues, it will “destroy the collision 

industry.” Unfortunately, when insurance 

dictates it will not pay for OEM parts and 

procedures, it will not be sued in case of 

another accident. He also stressed the im-

portance of ADAS calibrations at the end 

of every repair, “whether it gets covered or 

not.” He suggested to “take it on the chin 

now, or someone else will own your shop!”  

Tracy stated that not following pro-

cedures like these is “inviting potential 

criminal penalties for shop owners and 

technicians.” Documenting all calibra-

tions and scanning for all types of codes, 

some hidden, is mandatory even when 

the insurance company won’t pay be-

cause no warning lamp is illuminated. 

“You are in the diagnostic business like 

it or not …both civil and criminal penal-

ties will happen,” Tracy said.  

He stated that the industry must get 

customers, politicians and the state in-

surance departments involved, including 

a PAC to have the money to battle the in-

surance companies. “When a bicycle tech 

makes more per hour than you, some-

thing has gone astray. You are not vehicle 

repairmen, you are ‘safety specialists’ — 

you need a unified mission statement 

to save lives. You are protecting families 

who cannot protect themselves. I will be 

there to defend you if you do get sued,” 

Tracy said.

The panel chimed in after Tracy’s 

presentation. I-CAR’s Notte noted: “Our 

responsibility is to train students cor-

rectly,” but Tracy added that students 

must be told that all work must be done 

right. Some bodyshops have custom-

ers sign that scanning wasn’t done, but 

that is not worth anything. “You cannot 

waive a child’s or other victim’s rights — 

it’s worthless,” Tracy said. 

Tracy also claimed that a shop needs 

to keep a library of documents to back up 

what repair was done and that the shop 

remains liable when the vehicle is sold to 

someone else. A later discussion about 

how much time to keep such documents 

resulted in forever, since there is not a 

timeframe where liability is null. 

Notte stated that I-CAR has a docu-

ment that outlines the skills needed in 

today’s shops, including electrical di-

agnostics. There will have to be some 

movement from electrical/mechanical 

techs in service into bodyshops, and that 

only three percent of the shops surveyed 

have the needed diagnostic skills cur-

rently. Olsen added that all shops must 

have a resource to access all OEM repair/

service information.  

Tracy added that a bodyshop’s web-

site can be a source of great liability. If 

you make claims that you have particular 

skills — but you don’t — that is a problem.

Sublet is another area of potential li-

ability for a shop. “You have to know your 

vendors,” said APN’s Clark. Your vendors 

have to have insurance with your busi-

ness name on it and a million dollars’ 

coverage is not much in today’s market.

The need for documentation

Being a certifi ed shop by Honda doesn’t 

certify to anyone that the vehicle was fi xed 

right, only that the shop has the “ability to 

fi x it right,” said Kaboos. Documentation is 

critical to prove that you fi xed the vehicle 

correctly and that includes pictures as the 

repairs are completed.  

Clark, who previously owned a body 

shop, was held responsible for an $8 mil-

lion judgement because of OEM repairs 

that he could not prove were done. “It only 

takes one incident. If you don’t know how 

to do it, don’t. It’s OK to say you are not 

qualified to do a repair,” he said.

There is a need for a “quality cycle 

showing repairs were done right, includ-

ing pictures as the work progresses,” said 

Rozint. “We need metrics and KPIs to doc-

ument the process.” He noted that GM is 

asking Mitchell to set up a program show-

ing that work was done as instructed.

“You must provide the evidence 

through photos showing what was wrong 

and related photos showing that you re-

paired each item correctly,” stated Clark. 

That may include photos of welds and 

the welder used and a log about what 

time particular work was done to be com-

pletely accountable.

Would your job files save you or cru-

cify you? 

ADAS rates and tips

As more advanced vehicle designs need 

more diagnostics and recalibrations, 

Rozint noted that outsourcing will aff ect 
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cycle times. If shops can keep the work 

in-house, they can better manage cycle 

times and earn additional profit. This 

type of work should be billed at a higher 

rate, and ADAS diagnostics should al-

ways be a separate line item, Tracy said. 

Manufacturers are looking at some type 

of record-keeping system to show every 

time a car was worked on, Rozint said.

Rozint stated that any scan tool a 

shop purchases should have licensed 

software only, and that there are coun-

terfeit scanners being sold. If your scan 

tool cannot retrieve live OEM data 

stream information for the technician, 

find one that can, Olsen said.

Olsen warned that pulling then clear-

ing codes is not acceptable. A diagnostic 

procedure must be followed and that 

includes research and thorough docu-

mentation. “Pulling codes is just the be-

ginning,” he said.  

Kaboos cited an example where air-

bag deployment doesn’t create a DTC, 

which lights a dash indicator. “It’s not a 

malfunction; a DTC is a fault code, so 

you have to go into a secondary report 

to determine which sensors were af-

fected,” he said. “If the battery is discon-

nected, you have to go through scanning. 

You have to read about disconnecting a 

battery, which requires more than just 

a reconnect.”

The air was thick throughout the 

session, and individuals lined up with 

questions, which were answered in the 

aforementioned paragraphs. Note-taking 

was furious throughout. There’s a lot on 

the line for any collision center regarding 

repair liabilities.

AAA handout

It was noted during the session that AAA 

has new information regarding ADAS 

performance and that this material 

should be provided to all customers. I re-

quested this data from AAA and received 

excellent explanations of the safety sys-

tems and the related eye-opening costs 

for their repairs. If you would like to see 

what AAA provides, email me at Ed@

NetProfi tGroup.com and put on the sub-

ject line “AAA Handout Info Is For Me” 

so I know what to send you. Th ese docu-

ments will make great education tools for 

your staff  and semi-informed insurance 

estimators too.

D ealer Magazine (www.dig-

i t a l d e a l e r. c o m / m a g a z i n e / )  i s 

published monthly by Emerald Expo-

sitions, LLC. 
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I
n some previous columns (“Use a paint 

list, right vehicle prep to boost throughput,” 

February 2019; “Maximize your paint shop 

performance,” January 2019; and “Track and 

improve these numbers in your refinish depart-

ment,” December 2018) I outlined some factors 

that can have an impact on your paint shop’s per-

formance. Here are a couple more.

Create a maintenance schedule

Whenever I’m in a shop struggling with die-back, 

especially on horizontal vehicle panels, I immedi-

ately make a beeline for the spray booth to exam-

ine the fl oor fi lter. Chances are, it’s fi lled with sand-

paper, dirt and razor blades, so I know it wasn’t 

changed as recently as it should have been. That’s 

a shop that needs a clearly defined maintenance 

schedule that designates, for example, how often 

that filter must be changed, who is responsible for 

doing it and when it was last done. 

The floor filter in particular impacts air flow, 

curing time and dirt issues. How often filters need 

to be changed can be based in part on volume, but 

make sure the booth manufacturer recommenda-

tions for filter changes are followed. 

The maintenance list should also include things like drain-

ing the compressor water. “Oh, the automatic release valve does 

that,” shops sometimes tell me. Yeah, but when was the last time 

you checked to make sure that was working? 

Checking and replacing compressed air lines should be done 

on a scheduled basis. Any airline in the spray booth during the 

bake cycle, for example, will start to deteriorate earlier than most 

others and will need to be replaced more frequently. 

Cleaning lighting fixtures and replacing bulbs is another 

maintenance issue I often see neglected. 

Work with your team to create and post a maintenance 

schedule that enables this important work to be managed. 

Manage your inventory 

Materials profi t and paint shop production can be signifi cantly 

impacted by something as seemingly mundane as 

good inventory management.

One example: If your shop is located in the 

Northeast or in other parts of the country with 

significant seasonal changes, the reducers and 

hardeners you use will vary throughout the year. 

Making sure you have the right products on hand 

ahead of those changes will help prevent ruining 

that first job of the new season just because the 

temperature or humidity has changed but the 

products the paint team uses didn’t. 

All of the major paint companies offer training 

and programs that assist with inventory manage-

ment. One key part is working with your employ-

ees and suppliers to develop a list of the approved 

products your shop will use. Materials are too 

costly today to have multiple employees using dif-

ferent grits of sandpaper or brands of seam sealer. 

Your goal also should be to minimize the num-

ber and quantity of products you have on hand. 

You don’t want to become an extension of your 

supplier’s warehouse. The ideal is moving toward 

a just-in-time basis. That doesn’t mean the needed 

product shows up only when the car is in the booth. It 

means a very planned-out delivery system, like the kanban system 

in the Toyota lean manufacturing model. If you’re always order-

ing a day late and requiring hot-shot runs from your jobber, that 

may be why they push you to stock more than you actually need. 

It’s an unpleasant topic, but theft of materials is obviously an-

other factor that can have a negative impact on materials profit. 

Again, good inventory management can help ferret out any such 

problem. If you see a spike in your paint and materials costs, you 

need to consider all the potential influencers. 

In a future column, I’ll discuss the last few factors I see that 

can be adjusted to improve your paint shop performance, in-

cluding better estimates and proper paint shop equipment. 

THE COLLISION EXECUTIVE

STEVE FELTOVICH of SJF Business Consulting, LLC, works with 
dealers, MSOs and independent collision repair businesses to make 
improvements and achieve performance goals. sjfeltovich@gmail.com
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W
hat does it mean when 

a person says that they 

“believe” something? 

In my view, the term is 

often misused. I see the word “belief” as 

having deeper meaning than what soci-

ety often allots to it. It is probably more 

accurate for a person to say “I think” or 

“I guess,” rather than “I believe,” because 

the latter implies that you are certain of 

its truth. Our beliefs form the founda-

tion of our view of the world and act as 

our compass when we make decisions. 

Beliefs may even be important enough 

to an individual that they are willing to 

fi ght for them. 

Some of our beliefs have been stated 

so many times that they can now be clas-

sified as platitudes. A platitude is a moral 

statement that has been overused to the 

extent that it has lost meaning. When 

we hear the same phrase over and over 

the effect is dulled, and it doesn’t grab 

our attention any longer. Those beliefs 

(now platitudes) are still represented by 

a voice in our consciousness, but they are 

no longer dominant voices and can be 

easily overruled by other concerns. 

OPERATIONS // SAFETY

WHAT ARE YOUR 
SAFETY BELIEFS?
Not keeping safety top of mind makes injury 
that much more likely

PHOTO: GETTYIMAGES.COM/GREGOR SCHUSTER

TONY MARTIN // Contributing Editor
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OPERATIONS SAFETY

Many of us would say that “Safety 

First” ranks among our personal beliefs. 

We often don’t give it a second thought 

when we say it or see it on a poster, be-

cause we have heard it innumerable 

times over the years and nobody seems 

to ever question it. However, while it 

seems to be the right thing to say, do we 

actually believe it?  

Mike Rowe of TV’s Dirty Jobs fame 

has some interesting thoughts on the 

subject. Rowe has pronounced the idea 

of “Safety Third,” which immediately 

grabs his viewers’ attention. No matter 

how you interpret his statement, it causes 

you to stop and wonder who would have 

the nerve to say such a thing. Taken at 

face value, Rowe appears to be an unfeel-

ing brute to say that any concern could 

be more important than safety. 

My personal take on Rowe’s “Safety 

Third” declaration is that he is trying to 

get people to think about what they truly 

believe. He is absolutely correct when 

he says that “Safety First” has become a 

platitude that no longer has the desired 

effect on the listener or the person who 

utters it. Many of us have been condi-

tioned out of believing that safety should 

be the dominant concern when we make 

decisions. 

Our problem with the safety message 

is that it implies an investment, and to 

some extent, deferred gratification. As 

humans, we have certain traits that have 

always been and will never change, and 

one of those is our bent towards what 

I call “Faster Easier.” We analyze pretty 

much every task we perform in terms 

of how much time and effort it will re-

quire to get the job done. Decisions on 

the methods we will use are often made 

with the goal of reducing the personal in-

vestment required to complete the task. 

Risk can also be a factor in our decision 

making, but we tend to downplay the risk 

if we perceive there is a desirable reward 

waiting for us. 

This is where our beliefs come in to 

play, and unfortunately, many of us cling 

to beliefs that run counter to the safety 

message. Worse yet, these are the beliefs 

that tend to be reinforced by our incli-

nation to “Faster Easier.” While the small 

voice of safety isn’t completely muted, it 

tends to be drowned out by the voices 

that advocate for getting the job done as 

quickly and easily as possible. 

What are the beliefs that influence our 

decision making towards putting our-

selves and our coworkers at risk? I would 

suggest that for many of us, these beliefs 

reside in our subconscious, only making 

themselves known when we are under 

pressure to get a task done. Let’s take a 

look at some common examples, and 

consider carefully whether we grant them 

safe harbor in our personal belief system.

Safety and production are two 

different things

Th e age-old struggle between production 

and safety will probably never go away. 

This is driven by our natural tendency 

to acquire a case of tunnel vision as we 

work. In the here and now, it can be enor-

mously diffi  cult to discipline oneself to 

see the bigger picture, which is that in-

cidents are so expensive that safety has 

become a solid business decision. When 

I say incidents are expensive, I’m not just 

talking about the dollar value. Th e physi-

cal, emotional and spiritual costs related 

to a workplace injury cannot be quanti-

fi ed in those terms.

An interesting aspect of this belief 

is how its voice gets louder as the work 

day progresses. As the worker draws 

closer to quitting time, their ability to 

objectively analyze risk diminishes. That, 

combined with the overvalued reward of 

getting home on time, often leads work-

ers to make bad safety decisions late in 

their shifts. 

Taking risks makes me a 

better employee

Some workers believe that their supervi-

sor would prefer them to stick their necks 

out, if necessary, to get their jobs done. 

Th is might be an accurate perception, as 

it could very well be that their supervisor 

has made room in their personal belief 

system for this attitude.

The supervisor has the most control 

over whether this belief takes a foothold 

in their workforce. Without even realizing 

it, they may be rewarding their workers 

for taking risks by slapping them on the 

back for getting a job done quickly, while 

not bothering to ask whether they had 

done it as safely as they could have. This 

is known as tacit approval, where the 

supervisor reinforces unsafe behavior 

by not asking or saying anything when 

they suspect their workers are assuming 

inappropriate risk to get their jobs done. 

The only way to dampen this voice 

is to demand accountability from the 

people who work for you. Think care-

fully about whether you unintentionally 

reward your workers for unsafe behavior 

and consider ways of giving “carrots” to 

those who do work safely, even if they 

take more time to get their jobs done. 

My shortcut will always work

“Faster Easier” leads humans to take 

shortcuts whenever possible. So, for 

every task we are faced with, we are im-

mediately thinking about ways that we 

can reduce the time and eff ort required 

to complete the job. Th is may lead us to 

take shortcuts that could get the job done 

faster, but might also increase our risk.

Shortcuts are brain candy. When we 

get a job done more quickly or with less 

effort, we feel smarter than those who 

came up with the procedure we were 

supposed to follow. This also reinforces 

our resolve to “beat the system” anytime 

we can, as well as increasing our overall 

risk tolerance. 

When we attempt a shortcut for the 

first time, we may not know for sure if it 

will work, so we watch carefully to make 

sure it doesn’t go sideways on us. How-

ever, if we manage to pull it off and noth-

ing bad happens, we immediately start 

down a slippery slope where we get com-
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fortable and stop thinking about what 

could go wrong when we take that short-

cut. Eventually, the time comes where a 

variable changes and an incident occurs. 

Just because a shortcut has worked 

in the past, it doesn’t mean it will always 

work. There are always variables that 

must align in your favor in order to suc-

cessfully complete a task. If you get com-

fortable with a shortcut you’ve devised, 

your guard is lowered and you eventually 

stop asking “what could go wrong?” The 

voice of this belief is much louder now, 

making it more likely to drown out the 

small voice of safety. 

The people you work with could be 

the best antidote to this belief. Are you 

open to hearing outside opinions on 

your work practices? Think carefully 

about how you respond to your cowork-

ers when they approach you with a safety 

concern. If you react negatively to a co-

worker’s efforts to keep you safe, you are 

sending out a message that you aren’t 

interested in other people’s opinions re-

garding safety. This could be your undo-

ing, because your coworkers are going to 

withdraw from you and won’t be there 

to serve as the voice of safety when you 

need them the most. 

The rules are written in blood, 

but not MY blood! 

In other words, “It won’t ever happen to 

me.” You can pretty much rest assured 

that anyone who has been injured or 

killed in the workplace had thought this 

at one time.

We often associate this belief with the 

youngest, least experienced workers, but 

that is a myth. The truth is that this think-

ing is rampant among workers of all ages, 

particularly those who haven’t suffered 

loss due to a workplace injury. The ma-

jority of workers who get hurt or killed in 

workplace incidents are veterans, and in 

many cases they are within a few years 

of retirement. 

It is sad to say that the most effective 

method for lowering the volume of this 

voice is a workplace incident that in-

volves yourself or someone close to you. 

While this is the most effective method, 

it is certainly the least desirable. Do your 

best to learn from the mistakes of others 

through incident reports and personal 

stories shared by your coworkers. And 

remember, a little humility goes a long 

way; never allow arrogance to overrule 

your personal voice of safety. 

Someone other than me 

should be most concerned 

about my safety 

If this is one of your personal beliefs, I 

would pose this question to you: Who 

will suff er the most if you get hurt in a 

workplace incident? Anyone who says 

that their employer will be impacted 

more than themselves needs more infor-

mation. Your employer will be set back 

on a fi nancial level.  However, you could 

lose everything that is important to you, 

I daresay everything that defi nes you, if 

you don’t work safely.

I would encourage you to do an audit 

of your personal safety beliefs. This could 

be a difficult exercise and will require 

brutal honesty on your part. However, 

the rewards can be great, because purg-

ing beliefs that serve to compromise your 

personal safety will help you, your family 

and your coworkers prosper. 

SAFETY

TONY MARTIN is s 
the author of “Tuning In 
to Safety,” a book written 
to help workers get their 
priorities straight in regards 

to safety. Tony works in the mining industry 
in Fairbanks, Alaska. He is a qualified Heavy 
Duty Equipment Mechanic and former post-
secondary level educator.  
tony@tuningintosafety.com
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A
t the risk of raising an uncomfort-

able topic, I’ve been thinking a lot 

lately that the industry may need a 

cautionary “be careful what you wish 

for” message.

Let me explain: When I look around the indus-

try, I see some progressive shops doing what they 

need to do to succeed moving forward. 

But I also see a lot of shops that are pretty com-

placent. They’re doing some training, maybe even 

working toward becoming Gold Class, and buy-

ing a piece of equipment or two to qualify for an 

OEM shop certification. They think that will be 

enough, and it may be enough to qualify them to 

get some work. 

But, folks, this industry is moving so quickly 

that all of that is just the minimum. If you haven’t 

already started to do all that, I think the ship has 

already left the dock and you’re not on it. You may 

be able to get a running start and still be able to 

jump on, but that’s not a given. It’s going to take a 

significant investment in tooling and training to 

make that leap. 

But even if you’ve done the minimum, is that re-

ally enough? If you’re going to fix a Honda, does taking I-CAR 

classes mean you should be fixing a Honda? I would argue you 

also need to take all the Honda training as well if you’re going 

to fix a Honda. 

I recently was talking with some folks at GM who pointed 

out that their vehicles all have a minimum of six cameras. Those 

aren’t just cameras that display an image on the dash. They are 

interactive cameras, able to gauge distance and angle. So when 

you reinstall that side-view mirror after repairing a small dent 

in the door, you will need to recalibrate not only that camera, 

but all the others on that vehicle as well. 

How many shops are doing that? How many shops don’t 

know that they’re supposed to be doing that? 

And here’s where that connects to “be careful what you wish 

for.” I’ve heard so many people in the industry say that OEM 

shop certification will become “the new DRP.” A lot of shops are 

saying, “We just need to get the insurance compa-

nies out of the mix so we can fix cars the way we’re 

supposed to fix cars — to OEM specifications.” 

But what happens in that seemingly idyllic 

situation when the customer in a leased car that’s 

essentially owned and “insured” by the automaker 

comes in for repairs? Sure, that automaker’s pro-

cedure says you need to check all the seatbelts. 

But is it a given that the automaker is going to pay 

you to do that? 

Think about the growing number of automakers 

in (for now) limited markets operating vehicle sub-

scription or car-sharing programs. I know a shop 

owner who is handling repairs for an automaker 

offering a car-sharing program in his market. It’s like 

a Zipcar or Car2Go program in which a user locates 

one of the automaker’s vehicles online, uses their 

mobile phone to unlock it and away they go.

 So what happens when those cars get 

scratched or dinged (or worse)? The shop owner 

tells me he’s getting some pressure on costs from 

the automaker. After all, when that car is fixed, it’s 

going to be parked back out on the street awaiting 

its next driver. Is that driver going to first walk all 

around the vehicle to make sure the color matches and there’s 

not a tape line or two? They’re not. They’ll report major damage, 

but otherwise they’re not going to care about that. 

Do the automakers want the cars fixed right? Of course they 

do. I’d argue that insurers do as well. But perhaps the only com-

panies that know their numbers as well as insurance companies 

are the automakers. If they can save a nickel in a way they per-

ceive as not harming a customer or their brand, they’re going 

to. They’re in a competitive industry. 

So when I hear people arguing that the solution in our indus-

try is for the automakers to become the next “bill payer,” I find 

myself thinking, “Be careful what you wish for.” 

FINDING A FIX

MARK OLSON is the founder of Vehicle Collision Experts, LLC 
(VECO Experts), a consulting firm that takes a holistic approach 
to working with shops on repair quality and business performance. 
mark@vecoexperts.com
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IN A WAY THAT 
WILL NOT HARM 
THE CUSTOMER, 
THEY’RE GOING TO.

A word of industry caution: 
Be careful what you wish for 
If OEMs become the new bill payers, will it really be an improvement?
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W
e are always aspiring 

to get or have what 

the other person has. 

Whether that’s mate-

rial things like a bigger home, newer car, 

the latest motorcycle or boat. Maybe it’s 

a better relationship with our spouse 

or significant other. Or a better rela-

tionship with our children, parents or 

friends. Maybe it’s to look better by get-

ting in shape. We read the how-to book 

and/or take a class. Sometimes we hire 

a trainer/coach to help us obtain these 

wants. Most of the time we don’t reach 

the outcome we desire. We get frustrated, 

tired and give up and wonder what went 

wrong. We think to ourselves “I know 

how to get it,” but it didn’t happen. Did I 

miss a step or was it something or some-

one who kept me from reaching my goal? 

I’ve been blessed to help countless 

people obtain their goals. I believe there 

are a tremendous number of resources 

that give us the nuts and bolts on how to 

get what we want. What we don’t have is 

what’s keeping us from getting what we 

want. Why did  you or are you failing at 

getting what you want? I would like you 

to hear ATI Head Coach Mike Haley ex-

plain some of his ideas of why that is. 

What I want you to know is this is 

not the typical article talking auto shop. 

I’m talking about the inner working of 

OPERATIONS // PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

FIX THE INSIDE 
YOU TO IMPROVE 
THE OUTSIDE YOU

Examine three areas of your life to 
ensure they aren’t holding you back

PHOTO: GETTYIMAGES.COM / IMAGE SOURCE

CHRIS “CHUBBY” FREDERICK // Contributing Editor
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you and what makes you do what you 

do. Let’s call this the “inside you.” This is 

the part of you that thinks, the part that 

has fears, has likes and dislikes. It’s the 

part that has desires and dreams and 

makes up your personality. This inside 

you is what is causing you to do or not 

do whatever it is. If the “inside you” is 

not healthy, mature and complete, this 

could be causing you internal conflict, 

which results in external conflict. Would 

you agree most people have stresses and 

are struggling with relationships or goals 

in their life? You can’t even put a picture 

of puppies on your Facebook page with-

out somebody hating it. When the inside 

you is not healthy, you are unable to help 

yourself or the people around you. A 

friend once said, “What happens when 

you put two broken people together? 

It makes lawyers rich, homes and busi-

nesses dysfunctional and children 

scared!” If you are going to fix external 

relationships and stay on course with 

getting what you want, you need to fix 

the inside you first. 

Let’s start with the first thing when 

it comes to obtaining goals. Having a 

strong foundation is key. You need to 

know where you are starting from. Think 

of it like a GPS. The only way it can take 

you to where you want to go is to also 

know where you currently are. I would 

also add you need to start from the right 

place. What I mean by the right place is 

within you. 

Take a brake job as an example. You 

could start from a disinterested place 

and do a simple pad slap. Unfortunately, 

the brakes will probably squeal, the ro-

tors will eventually warp, and the caliper 

is likely to bind, not giving us, the techni-

cian or the customer the job they had 

envisioned. Failing to perform the cor-

rect brake service from the beginning 

will not give us the result we want. So, 

I would ask what is it you want? A pad 

slap or the best brake job possible? It all 

starts within you. You on a solid founda-

tion. If not, you will become frustrated, 

unsettled and probably begin putting 

band aids over bullet holes. Now the 

question becomes where do I start to 

look on the inside? 

There are three areas of the inside you 

that I feel hold you back, and I would like 

to discuss them. 

Carrying hurts from the past

Some of us do a great job suppressing 

hurts from the past and forgetting about 

them and don’t even realize it’s there. You 

remember the infi delity. You remember 

the friend who was disloyal to you. Re-

membering when the customer took ad-

vantage of you or when your employee 

let you down. You keep a deep insecurity. 

Fearful the worst is always going to hap-

pen, so you stay guarded, not letting any-

one into the inside you. In many cases 

you’re not even aware of your insecuri-

ties because you have carried these hurts 

for so long or you will heighten expecta-

tions. There is a saying “all frustrations 

stem from unmet expectations.” You keep 

a deep insecurity.

Discontent in the present

We are told “never be satisfi ed with noth-

ing.” We need to get bigger, stronger and 

shinier. As soon as you get it, that thing 

becomes obsolete so now you need 

to get a new something. Th is keeps us 

unsettled and causes us to look over 

the fence at what the Joneses have. 

Th at’s why the car you have is not good 

enough. Th e home you have is not big 

enough. Your business is not what you 

want it to be. It can even go deeper in 

that the relationships you are in don’t 

satisfy you anymore. The friends you 

have aren’t doing it for you, so you want 

new friends. Th is wanting and needing 

goes on and on. Th is one is like a runa-

way train in our culture. You end up cul-

tivating a restlessness that is toxic. You’re 

never content and never satisfi ed and so 

become never steadfast. Th is discontent 

also causes insecurities with the peo-

ple around you. Th ey don’t know what 

you’re going to do and when you’re go-

ing to do it. Are you going to stop talking 

to a friend? Are you going to ask for that 

separation/divorce? Will you change the 

way you approach your business?

It could be anxiety about the 

future

You’re fearful that your business or re-

lationships will never get better. You’re 

never going to get out of debt. My em-

ployees will never change. You are con-

vinced the best is behind you and the 

worst is in front of you. This gives you 

anxiety and you become a control freak. 

You try to control everything. You try to 

control your family, friends and employ-

ees. You white-knuckle everything. Th at 

only ends up taxing and pushing people 

away. It’s not a free environment, and it’s 

a one-way relationship.

These are the things taxing the inside 

you that cause it not to work on the out-

side you. Are these three voice examples 

currently “inside you” and are they the 

voices you are listening to daily? You 

invite them to have a seat at your inside 

table. The voices end up determining 

your choices. The voices you listen to 

the most determine the direction you 

will go. For some of us, hurts from the 

past are always invited to sit at our table. 

They remind you about the time you got 

burnt or when you were let down. The 

reason you were left vulnerable and how 

you can never let your guard down. For 

others it’s inviting discontent to have a 

seat at your table. That voice is always 

telling you the grass is greener on the 

other side. It’s time to move on; it’s time 

to scratch that itch. For some of us it’s 

giving in to listening to anxiety. You live 

in fear and insecurity, and you’re full of 

anxiousness. So, you try to control ev-

erything. You’re always listening to the 

voice of anxiety.  

When you look at why you can’t 

achieve your goals it’s because you are 

listening to the wrong voices. When 

you see people who are obtaining their 
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goals, they are always happy and in healthy relationships. It’s 

not because they are lucky or listened to Tony Robbins that 

morning. I truly believe it’s because they have pushed the 

wrong voices out and invited the right voices to the table. Some 

of you are probably asking “So, who do I invite to sit down at 

my table?” I would suggest you invite faith, hope and passion.  

As we determine what we truly want, we then need to 

change who has a reservation at our table. You need to no 

longer allow hurts from the past to have a seat at your table. No 

longer will discontent have a seat at your table. No more can 

anxiety about the future have a seat at your table. If you don’t 

change the reservations at your table, no one else will. It must 

come from within you. You need to decide that you will no lon-

ger allow hurt to have a seat at your table. You realize you don’t 

have to dwell about what happened in the past and the pain it 

has caused. You need to remove hurt and invite faith to come 

sit at the table. Decide that you will listen to faith/hope and try 

to see the end from the beginning. That you truly believe good 

things come to people who let go of what people have done in 

the past and forgive. Tell discontent you no longer have a seat 

at my table. You are being replaced with hope. You’re hopeful 

of what the future can bring and what is possible with stead-

fast work. Anxiety, you are no longer invited to my table. You 

are being replaced with passion/love. We are no longer going 

to live fear-stricken lives. With passion/love, we will have the 

strength and energy to see what we want to the end. Passion/

love will drive out anxiety. If you want a different outcome, you 

need to listen to different inside voices. Getting what you want 

won’t work with toxic thinking. To live high, you must dig low. 

Everything we build starts with our foundation. For some of 

us the foundation is the voices we listen to daily.  

I hope this article gives you some insight into why you are 

not getting what you want. I challenge you to become aware 

of the inside voices and to remove the voices that are keep-

ing you from getting what you truly want. Start to invite the 

inside voice” that reinforce and drive you to all your wants 

and dreams.  

If you would like a document to help give you a visual aid of 

what voices are currently at your table and the voices you would 

like to invite to sit at your table, for a limited time you can simply 

go to www.ationlinetraining.com/2019-01. 
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CHRIS “CHUBBY” FREDERICK is the CEO and 
founder of the Automotive Training Institute. ATI’s 130 
full-time associates train and coach more than 1,500 
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1 BILLION DOLLARS in a return on their coaching 

investment since ATI was founded. This month’s article was written with 
the help of ATI Head Coach Mike Haley. 
chubby@autotraining.net
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F
or almost everyone in busi-

ness, there is far too much to 

do and too much information 

to reasonably digest. Both sup-

pliers and shops generate and receive an 

overwhelming amount of information 

daily. Th ere is always the latest innova-

tion, critical concern or alarming piece 

of information. 

Avoiding rabbit holes can mean 

avoiding (from day-to-day operations) 

measures and information that are not 

actionable. Look for ways to move the 

needle, make improvements or maintain 

quality and consistency. Set yourself up 

to avoid rabbit holes. For KPI focuses 

with staff, look for measures that people 

can relate to in their work space. Speak-

ing with your paint department about a 

poor paint and materials (P&M) gross 

profit percentage may not be the best 

tool or method to help them relate and 

in turn move the needle. Having a con-

versation about what goes into the P&M 

costs as measured by hour is more re-

latable for production staff. Production 

staff is aware of the labor hours per job 

per repair order (RO) (you are providing 

these to staff, right?). More specifically, 

sharing cost per ounce of color, clear and 

surface prep is something very tangible 

for most production staff. Avoid the rab-

bit hole and discuss ounces and hours 

with paint staff. 

I see this a lot with KPIs and similar 

business measures. These KPIs, or Criti-

cal Profit Variables (CPVs), are great and 

are valuable tools to help everyone better 

measure, and therefore better manage, 

their business. But all measures are not 

the same for all businesses. Financial 

measures and ratios such as Current 

Ratio, Breakeven, Cash Flow, ROI, RO, 

Return on Sales and more are wonder-

ful measures, but are not always the best 

OPERATIONS // KPIS

KEEP 
STAFF 
ON 
TRACK
Avoid rabbit 
holes by staying 
focused on what 
is actionable in 
your shop

JIM COMPTON // Contributing Editor
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references with non-financial personnel. 

Other measures may not be the most 

suitable for all businesses. Two misun-

derstood measures that come to mind 

are sales per square foot and sales per 

employee. I’m not suggesting that these 

are not relevant or valuable measures; 

I’m suggesting that they are not as ac-

tionable as other measures. For these 

you can only increase sales or reduce 

employees (or even less likely, reduce 

square footage). So once these mea-

sures have been performed, they aren’t 

the best drivers of the day-to-day opera-

tions for body shops.

With KPIs, it is easy to go down a rab-

bit hole. Before spending too much time 

on any measure ask yourself: is it action-

able? In the example above, you can dis-

cuss ounces used per refinish hour with 

your paint staff; they in turn can use that 

measure as a guide in their daily tasks. 

Avoid the rabbit hole. 

Those sales-per-employee measures 

can be better used by jobbers, as this is 

a more suitable measure for this group, 

where staggered shifts and part-time 

employees can have a significant im-

pact on staffing. Some jobbers will have 

part-time employees helping with order 

pulling and deliveries only during peak 

times, such as when they process and 

ship stock orders. With this group, we 

now have an actionable measure. 

Find and use the KPIs that are best 

for you and those members of your 

team you are working with. All KPIs can 

help — just not always for all issues by 

all members of your staff. Find relatable, 

actionable measures that will provide 

opportunities for improvement and/or 

consistent performance. 

Chasing solutions

Yet another rabbit hole is chasing a solu-

tion to a perceived problem. An example 

I was recently exposed to was with a 

friend’s shop — he was getting bids on a 

second spray booth. This can be a daunt-

ing task and can consume a lot of time. 

He was concerned about the apparent 

bottleneck in production. Rather than 

explore how the shop was currently uti-

lizing the existing booth, he had already 

determined that a second booth was the 

answer. The rabbit hole thinking here 

was that he failed to explore other ways 

to get more production from the exist-

ing equipment. Stepping back (climb-

ing out of the rabbit hole), some ideas 

were tossed out with a little roundtable 

discussion. What impact would spraying 

more parts off the vehicle have on booth 

utilization? One vehicle might still leave 

room for other parts from other ROs that 

can be painted and cleared alongside. 

What if nothing entered the booth until 

it was completely ready to spray (paint 

mixed, color matching done, virtually 

completely masked)? What if the first car 

of the day was readied the night before 

and could be sprayed at 8 a.m. (or start 

time)? The goal is working towards no 

idle booth time, making that expensive 

chunk of sheet metal earn its keep. My 

friend still ended up buying a second 

booth, but he was able to delay that pur-

chase for almost two years. Sometimes 

you must stop, look around and make 

sure you’re not in a rabbit hole already. 

Managing email

It’s easy to see rabbit holes forming from 

negative thoughts — or worse yet lack 

of thought. Over-analyzing data rather 

than focusing on solutions or changes 

to make is a big rabbit hole. One rabbit 

hole we all can fall into (Ok, maybe it’s 

just me) is our email inbox. How much 

time do we spend sorting through this 

growing mass of communication? Here, 

too, a little prioritizing can be helpful. 

Most emails can have a delayed re-

sponse and maybe even a delayed read-

ing. Consider having your emails auto-

matically put into separate folders (easy 

to do with Outlook, Yahoo and Google 

mail). Having a separate email address 

for personal or family use can help scrub 

the inbox. Now your email inbox is less 

of a rabbit hole. Monitoring your inbox 

perpetually all day can be a distraction. 

Consider checking your email only a few 

times per day. First, check it in the morn-

ing when you are setting up your priori-

ties and then again as needed during the 

day. Emails, unlike phone calls, are not a 

“right now” action item most of the time. 

Usually people are expecting some de-

lay in emails (as opposed to phone calls 

or texts). Don’t let your inbox become a 

rabbit hole.

Balancing workload

Another aspect of avoiding rabbit holes 

is prioritizing what we work on and with. 

Don’t forget the A-B-C rules of adjusting 

your daily list of things to do. Let’s be 

honest — you’re not going to get every-

thing on your list done (too much to do 

and not enough time, for most of us). 

Making a list of tasks (avoiding other 

tasks as rabbit holes) every day will help. 

Some suggestions to consider: Mark all 

priorities as “A” tasks. These should be 

limited to tasks that if you don’t get them 

done will have serious consequences. 

You can then prioritize them as A-1, A-2, 

etc. in order of importance. “B” tasks are 

only to be worked on when you have no 

remaining “A” tasks. These would be nice 

to get done but are not critical. Consider 

delegating some or all these tasks to 

someone else. Your “B” priority can be 

some else’s “A” task. The remaining “C” 

tasks are all rabbit holes. Ignore them —

they will go away or move up in rank to 

“A” or “B” tasks.  

In short, rabbit holes are something we 

venture into all on our own either through 

over-thought or negative thoughts. Step 

back and take a breath. Is this “thing” I’m 

pondering so deeply worth the time? Is it 

truly an “A” priority? 

JIM COMPTON is the 
owner of J. Hunter & 
Associates, a consulting 
business that specializes in 
lean material management. 
jhcompton@att.net
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I
f you’ve been around the automo-

tive industry for any length of time, 

you probably are fully aware of a 

couple of things. First, the techni-

cian shortage is very real. According to 

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, this 

country needs about 76,000 auto service 

technicians each year between 2016 and 

2026. Th ese new technicians would re-

place those retiring or leaving the indus-

try and fi ll new openings.  

Let’s be clear — the shortage does 

not just affect the automotive industry. 

Nearly all technical industries currently 

face a shortage. However, the automotive 

industry faces a particularly challenging 

situation because aviation, marine, wind 

energy, oil and gas, construction and other 

industries are actively recruiting from the 

automotive trades. Pair that with rapid 

technology advancements that increase 

the need for technicians, and the supply-

demand outlook is pretty grim. 

Second, this problem will likely take 

decades to solve because there is not just 

one answer to the problem. That is why 

it is so important to take the time to find 

OPERATIONS // STAFFING

FROM THE GROUND UP
Now more than ever, it’s time to take a chance on 

entry-level employees, help them fi nd a career path 
and encourage them to stay in the industry.

BRYCE HOLT // Contributing Editor
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STAFFING

the entry-level techs you need today, grow 

them into the techs you need tomorrow 

and provide quality mentoring so that 

they stay in the industry for years to come. 

Taking a chance

When the outlook to fi ll a vacancy seems 

impossible, what is a shop to do? Sit back 

and watch it happen? Turn customers 

away? Pay your employees overtime be-

cause you can’t complete the jobs during 

regular work hours? 

Perhaps a better solution is to think 

practically about how to fill that techni-

cian pipeline. It could be that the answer 

is right down the road at your local tech 

school or post-secondary automotive 

program.  

But wait — can you afford to hire entry 

level? Won’t they make a lot of mistakes 

because of their lack of experience? And 

will they stay in the industry? Are they 

worth your consideration? 

Though these may be valid questions, 

there are many reasons to take a chance 

on entry-level, semi-skilled technicians: 

• Their enthusiasm. Career tech 

students may have tinkered with cars 

or motorcycles at home, and they have 

experience from their school shop en-

vironment, but this may be their first 

exposure to a real workplace. With that 

first job comes the excitement of learning 

all they can as they work their way to the 

more difficult skilled tasks. 

• Their love of technology. Tech-

nology has changed cars in countless 

ways over the past couple of decades, and 

more changes are coming down the pike. 

Students coming out of career tech have 

grown up with these new technologies 

and are eager to share their knowledge. 

They have been exposed to all kinds of 

computers, tablets, smart devices and 

other technology, so they may adapt bet-

ter to rapid technological changes. The 

old ways have been changing for some 

time now, and your business needs em-

ployees with fresh attitudes who are will-

ing to take the leap with technology. 

• Their willingness to learn. 

Often a new employee, no matter what 

the age or experience, wants to start with 

the most complex task instead of learn-

ing the basics and getting to know the 

specific shop environment. Entry-level 

employees are no different. It may take 

some coaxing to convince them to slow 

down and take their time, but it will be 

worth the effort. An eager willingness to 

learn may set an entry-level employee 

apart from those who’ve been in the in-

dustry for years and would rather not 

take the time to learn new technologies 

or ways of doing things. Good employees 

always relish an opportunity to learn, no 

matter what their age or experience. 

• Your commitment to grow your 

own. You’ve heard this phrase before, but 

have you really thought about the advan-

tages of developing an employee over a 

period of years? This doesn’t mean you 

neglect your long-term employees, but 

it does mean that you make a steadfast 

commitment to an employee who is 

willing to grow within your business. An 

entry-level person can be trained and 

molded to the traits and habits of your 

business, and this makes them a poten-

tially valuable team player. 

• It might be all you can find.

Apart from poaching from your competi-

tors, what are your other options when 

looking to hire? As mentioned earlier, 

many career tech students with automo-

tive experience are being drawn away by 

other industries. Many of these industries 

involve similar skill sets, and they are 

actively attempting to out-recruit the 

automotive industry, either with more 

compelling opportunities, better benefit 

programs, and/or more pay at the out-

set. Don’t let your unwillingness to hire 

entry-level employees make it more dif-

ficult for your business in the long run.

In your own neighborhood

So let’s say you are willing to hire entry-

level or semi-skilled technicians. Where 

do you find them? This may be easier 

than you realize, and they might just be 

in your own neighborhood.

Here are some ways to foster relation-

ships with those who have access to the 

entry-level technicians you need: 

• Visit your local career-tech 

schools. Do you know the career tech 

schools and post-secondary programs 

in your area? See if you can visit the pro-

gram, observe the students and visualize 

the needs. You may be a graduate of a 

local program; use this opportunity to 

stop by the school to share your own 

success story. Making a site visit may 

help you come up with ideas of how 

you can form a partnership or at least 

plant the seed that your business is will-

ing to hire young people. Putting a face 

with a business name can help students 

see themselves in the industry. Let them 

know you can be a resource as they fur-

ther their education and envision their 

career path. 

• Join your local school’s advi-

sory board. There may be an oppor-

tunity to join the advisory board at your 

local career tech or college. The board 

S/P2 CLASS AIDS 
SCHOOLS WITH ASE
S/P2 (sp2.org) has added a new 
course, “Preparing a Vehicle 
for Service and Working with 
Customers,” to help automotive 
service, maintenance and 
light repair, collision repair, 
and medium/heavy-duty truck 
programs meet ASE accreditation 
requirements.
The ASE Education Foundation 
Task Lists provide required a 
list of supplemental tasks ASE 
accredited schools are to meet. S/
P2 sees the course as one more 
way they can help schools achieve 
and retain ASE accreditation.
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often has more input than an instructor regarding funding, as 

it is usually composed of a mix of people with a range of experi-

ence. Joining a board is typically not a huge commitment, but the 

rewards are many. You may have the opportunity to offer guid-

ance on the needs of the industry, how the curriculum fits with 

those needs, and how industry and schools can partner together. 

• Get to know the automotive instructors. Instructors 

are busy in the classroom, but they need guidance from the in-

dustry about what skills need to be emphasized and how they 

can be supported. Connect with instructors as you travel to trade 

shows, conferences and other learning opportunities. Let them 

know you are interested in helping their students find career 

paths, not just jobs, in automotive. Tell them you need skilled 

technicians, and find out who their best students are.  

• Get to know the higher-level administrators at ca-

reer tech schools. The president of the college might not be 

a “car guy” or aware of how much the automotive industry has 

changed over the years and what the program needs might be. 

Open the lines of communication regarding today’s changing 

automotive marketplace. Leadership needs to hear from the 

industry what is needed to support the program. Sometimes 

it’s about starting a dialogue.  

• School career counselors are a great source. They 

have direct contact with students and are involved in helping 

them make career choices. Tell them what you are looking for 

so they can guide students in your direction. Let them know 

about the math and technology components to the automotive 

industry today — start changing the perception at the career 

counselor level. 

• Donate something to a program. Many career tech 

programs or classes lack funding for the basics of working on 

today’s cars. Your shop may not have a large budget to work 

with, but any donation will help you forge a partnership with 

your local school. Put your business name on it and let them 

see that you have a vested interest in the program. 

• Have an open house at your shop. Open your shop for 

a half day or a few hours, letting students walk around the shop, 

ask questions and observe your technicians working. Introduce 

them to all aspects of the business, from the front desk to the 

parts department to the work areas. Let them see the possibili-

ties of all of the jobs they may encounter in the industry. Expose 

students to the real world in an easy, free and effective way. In-

troduce your employees, and have them explain what they do 

on a daily basis. Be sure to let your employees know you will be 

having guests and to be friendly and welcoming. Let students 

observe the best techs in your business.  

Invite the best students back for a “job shadowing” day and see 

how serious they are about getting a mentorship or a job. This is 

an opportunity for a one-on-one connection that you might not 

get elsewhere. Help them to a good start in a career they want! 

• Use S/P2 Careers as a recruiting tool. S/P2 Careers is 

the automotive industry’s largest career database, with more than 

50,000 resumes of today’s career tech students who are ready to 

take their career to the next level. These students have created 

a resume through their career tech school and are looking for 

part-time, full-time and internship or mentoring opportunities.

A balanced combination

Th e best, long-lasting combination of employees in your shop 

are a mix of experienced and entry level. Ideally, the ones with 

years of experience will be willing to mentor the young, and the 

ones with just a little bit of experience will be willing to learn and 

pass on what they know, too.

Take a chance on a young person, and you might be surprised 

at the successes you will achieve. The perception of this indus-

try isn’t going to get any better unless businesses are out there 

participating with our young people. Keep in mind that there are 

a lot of other industries out there who would love to have these 

entry-level techs — get them while you can! 

STAFFING

BRYCE HOLT is COO of S/P2, which provides online training to 
more than 175,000 workers and students nationwide on industry-
specific safety and pollution prevention, soft skills, and more. 
info@sp2.org8 0 0 . 2 2 7 . 2 8 2 2    m o t o r g u a r d . c o m
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W
e have all seen a cus-

tomer service survey 

returned with less-than-

favorable responses 

from the customer to questions like: 

•  Did the shop keep you adequately 

informed during the repair process? 

•  Was your vehicle ready when promised? 

•  How would you rate your satisfaction 

with the repairs completed? 

We can wonder what went wrong, 

but we must understand that custom-

ers answer the survey based on their 

perception of what occurred while their 

vehicle was at your facility. When re-

viewing customer service surveys with 

my shops, I have often found that the 

shop did not give customers the infor-

mation needed to make a qualified deci-

sion. To receive the most favorable rating 

on the survey, we must control the cus-

tomer’s perception by establishing ex-

pectations and giving them the answers 

early in the process.  

There are several ways to accom-

plish this. I like to use word scripts and 

to coach employees on how to explain 

the repair process to customers. Having 

a simple flow chart of the collision repair 

process can help with the explanation. 

Looking at the first question afore-

mentioned, we can see that the question 

itself is vague. This is where coaching can 

help customers better understand the 

question and provide the answer you 

need to reach your customer satisfaction 

goals. The best time to coach customers 

on this question is during delivery so that 

it will be fresh in their mind when they 

receive the survey. Phrases an estimator 

might say to the customer are: “I enjoyed 

talking with you when we reviewed the 

repair plan together; my goal was to 

keep you informed during the repair” 

or “Everything went as described in our 

OPERATIONS // PERCEPTION

IMPROVING 
THE COLLISION 

CUSTOMER’S 
PERCEPTION

Maintaining communication and 
open dialogue can improve the process for all

JOHN SHOEMAKER // Contributing Editor
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conversations, did I leave any questions 

unanswered?” The customer service 

representative can help with customer 

coaching with statements like: “I hope 

I did not overwhelm you with calls; my 

goal was to make sure you were informed 

throughout the repair process,” or “Were 

there any questions I left unanswered?” 

Simple, but effective, statements can help 

make customers think about the commu-

nications you had during the repair and 

answer the question more favorably. 

The second question mentioned is 

more difficult to coach because there 

are many dates given to a customer that 

could influence their answer. The insur-

ance company often advises the cus-

tomer on the number of days the repair 

should take based off an initial inspec-

tion. The customer will often push the 

customer service representative to give 

them a completion date. Then there’s the 

rental company, which tells the customer 

they have X number of rental days au-

thorized. One consideration you need to 

have is that the very first calendar date 

you tell a customer is the one they will 

remember. Reviewing the repair process 

with a customer and explaining that you 

will keep them updated on the repair will 

suffice for some customers — others will 

want a definitive date. For the customers 

who want a specific date, I developed a 

formula that has proven to be accurate 

for most repairs: 

(Total repair hours ÷ Average touch 

time) = #Repair days + Average parts 

transit = Total days x 1.33

OR: 32.4 ÷ 2.6 = 12.5 + 2.0 = 14.5 x 1.33 = 

20 calendar days (adds a 5.5 day cushion)

While you might have obligatory for-

mulas to satisfy DRP requirements, you 

can use this formula to account for any 

delays and create a promise date that 

would only be communicated to the 

customer. Keeping the customer focused 

on the promise date throughout the re-

pair and using word scripts at the time of 

delivery like: “It looks like we have your 

vehicle ready as promised,” or “We are 

pleased that we were able to deliver your 

vehicle to you as promised and hope you 

are as well,” is a key to ensure customers 

have the desired answer to your survey 

question.

The last question listed is subjective 

and is an area in which the customer’s 

perception can play a major role. Word 

scripts are a good tool to use to help set 

the expectation for customers. This can 

begin at the time of the estimate. Iden-

tifying to the customer what is going to 

be repaired at the time of damage assess-

ment sets the stage for future communi-

cations: “We are going to straighten your 

right quarter panel and blend the right 

rear door to reduce any noticeable color 

differences. The clear application will 

make the painted area have a little more 

shine, but the color will match.” 

You can re-emphasize the repair dur-

ing the delivery process with phrases 

like, “You can see how our body techni-

cians did a great job on repairing your 

quarter panel. I really like how they were 

able to get your bumper to line up per-

fectly; that is difficult when attaching 

plastic parts to metal panels” or “Do you 

see how the blending process allowed 

the new paint to flow into the original 

paint seamlessly?” Your last opportu-

nity to educate the customer is during 

the courtesy follow-up call, having your 

customer service representative call the 

customer and asking them, “How did it 

feel driving your completely repaired ve-

hicle home?” or “I am sure you missed 

your vehicle. Hope you had a nice ride 

home.” will make the customer think 

about the conversations you had re-

garding the repair and better understand 

how to answer the question.  

As you can see, with some systematic 

reprogramming of the customer by set-

ting expectations, you will make a big 

difference in your survey scores. Using 

education, word scripts and simple 

coaching to modify the customer’s per-

ceptions gives them the information they 

need to feel qualified when answering 

the survey questions. 

PERCEPTION

READ THE ARTICLE? GET AMI CREDITS NOW!
This article is worth .25 credit hours 
toward Automotive Management 
Institute (AMi) designation programs.

To receive credit, log in or set 
up a free “myAMi” account at ami.
knowledgeanywhere.com. 
Once inside “myAMi,” search for 
“Improving the collision customer’s 
perception,” or go to ABRN.com/
improveperception and 
successfully complete the quiz. 

If you are looking to learn more 
from AMi, President Jeff Peevy 
recently partnered with Dave Leuhr’s 
Elite Body Shop Solutions on a 
new webinar, “Paradigm Shifts in 

the Industry.” While it aired live last 
month, you can watch the recorded 
version any time by joining the Elite 
Body Shop Academy for free at 
www.elitebodyshopsolutions.com/
academy.

In the webinar, Jeff speaks to the 
growth of OEM Certifi ed Collision 
programs and discusses the recent 
announcement of AMi becoming 
the online training host for the FCA 
Certifi ed Collision Network. As 
chairman of the Collision Industry 
Conference, he discussed the 
benefi ts of attending and gave an 
update on the January meeting.

JOHN SHOEMAKER is 
a business development 
manager for BASF North 
America Automotive Refinish 
Division and the former 

owner of JSE Consulting.  
john.a.shoemaker@basf.com
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Wyoming crash parts 

legislation stalls
Collision repairers make a difference at the State Capitol

I
n a classic David versus Goliath legislative 

struggle, collision repairers in Wyoming 

have said no to legislation historically pro-

moted by some insurers, parts certification 

advocates and others. Sponsored by State Sena-

tor Tara Nethercott, SF0095 passed the Wyo-

ming State Senate and was sent to the Wyoming 

House of Representatives for consideration. 

The Senate summarizes the legislation as 

follows: “AN ACT relating to insurance; provid-

ing standards for the use of aftermarket parts in 

automobile damage repairs; requiring disclosure 

when any use is proposed of a non-original man-

ufacturer part; requiring that all aftermarket parts 

be identified and be of the same quality as the 

original part; and providing for an effective date.”

The bill language is similar to that proposed 

in other states and considered numerous times 

by the National Council of Insurance Legisla-

tors (NCOIL). The legislation was introduced in 

mid-January and passed the Senate in just a few 

weeks. This did not give stakeholders enough 

time to mobilize and communicate with their 

policymakers. The Automotive Service Associa-

tion (ASA) has opposed this model legislation 

for a number of years. Specific concerns for collision repairers 

include the following points:

• Who is to determine that parts meet OEM standards?

•  What state agency is equipped to evaluate certification 

standards?

• How does this protect the consumer?

In letters to legislators, collision repairers stated: “SF0095 en-

courages the use of aftermarket crash parts without addressing 

significant issues that could impact a quality, safe vehicle repair 

after an accident…A cheap, quick vehicle repair does not assure 

quality or safety for the motoring public. This bill is harmful to 

Wyoming small businesses and consumers.”

Certification relative to parts is critically important. It’s a 

task that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA) has avoided, as it relates to aftermarket crash parts. 

With this said, what state has the resources to 

define certification and assure that the appropri-

ate standards are met?

Legislation with such critical safety implica-

tions deserves more than two weeks of policy 

debate. Legislation this important should look 

first to stakeholders, small businesses and con-

sumers for input about these issues.  

Fortunately, Wyoming’s collision repair com-

munity and industry partners joined together to 

help educate members of the Wyoming House 

of Representatives about SF0095 and the impor-

tance of these policy issues. Collision repairers 

communicated their concerns to members of 

the Wyoming legislature — and it appears the 

Wyoming House of Representatives won’t be 

moving forward this session with SF0095. The 

Wyoming legislature is scheduled to adjourn at 

the end of the month. 

Clearly, this time-consuming exercise was 

burdensome to collision shop owners, but it did 

give them an opportunity to reach out to policy-

makers and help educate them about the indus-

try. There is a remedial understanding of collision 

repair, at best, among policymakers. This is an ex-

ample of a crisis that also presented an opportunity. In addition, 

this demonstrates that small businesses speaking with one voice 

can make a difference even in a brief amount of time.   

Legislation like SF0095 can certainly reappear in the future, 

but repairers will be more prepared to address their concerns at 

the State Capitol. Whether parts legislation removes consumer 

protections, eliminates notice and consent or puts collision shops 

at risk, policymakers should include stakeholders, consumers and 

repairers in the conversation. SF0095 is just one example of leg-

islation that is harmful to the collision industry. Repairers joining 

together, with one voice, can make a difference. 

INSIGHT

ROBERT REDDING is the Automotive Service Association’s 
Washington, D.C. representative. He has served as a member 
of several federal and state advisory committees involved in the 
automotive industry. rlredding@reddingfirm.com
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Refl ecting the attitudes of the entire Faulkner Organiza-

tion’s team of 28 dealerships and 12 body shops, April 

Lausch is totally committed to building lasting relationships 

with both their customers and the entire Central Pennsylvania 

community.

As shop manager of the Faulkner Collision Center of 

Lancaster, she oversees not just a high-production and high-

satisfaction repair facility specializing in BMWs, but also an am-

bitious program of ongoing public service offerings to residents 

throughout the region.

Along with regularly contributing money, time and energy to 

numerous local charitable endeavors, Lausch recently hosted 

a detailed First Responder Emergency Extrication instructional 

seminar — known as the FREE program — for more than 40 area 

firefighters on behalf of the National Auto Body Council (NABC).

“It was a big hit,” Lausch reports. “Before they left they were 

asking me when the next session is going to be held — they want 

to bring their whole departments.”

State Farm Insurance donated a selection of wrecked vehi-

cles equipped with the latest technologies that rescuers confront 

at crash scenes while representatives from distributor MES (Mu-

nicipal Equipment Services of Lancaster) and Hurst Products 

Specialists conducted the classroom teaching and a realistic 

hands-on extrication demonstration.

The rescue saw wielded by the firefighters was particularly 

impressive, according to Lausch. “It cut through that high-

strength steel like butter,” she recounts, noting that the event 

involved a considerable amount of paperwork, organizational 

and logistical preparations, such as wrangling the vehicle titles, 

arranging towing, issuing invitations and generating media cov-

erage, yet it was well worth the effort.

Contributions such as Lausch’s are greatly appreciated by all 

involved, says FREE coordinator George Avery at NABC. “The 

first responders like it because they’re cutting late-model cars 

for training. They want the experience.”

In addition to conducting a regular series of FREE webi-

nars, last year some 30 live-action sessions were presented for 

firefighters at collision repair centers, and Avery encourages 

everyone in the industry to support the program wherever your 

hometown happens to be. “I supply templates for the shops so 

they don’t have to start from scratch,” he notes. “It serves as a 

good example.”

Lausch agrees and recommends that you participate. “It was 

popular; I’m going to become a regular. We are committed to do 

all we can do to help provide our first responders with training 

resources that will benefit our community and help save lives,” 

she says, adding that “we had a fully catered meal, and I donated 

the leftovers to a veteran’s shelter.”

She points out that the family-owned firm, established by 

Henry Faulkner in 1932, “is integral to the fabric of the com-

munities where it operates and where its employees live.” All of 

the staff “takes great pride in supporting programs benefitting 

its neighbors, the sick and impoverished, youth and families, the 

arts and public safety.”

JJLH of Man-
heim Pike Inc. 
Owner

10
No. of shops in chain

80
Years in business

21
No. of employees

25,000
Total square footage of shops

5 days
Average cycle time

16
No. of DRPs

50
No. of customer vehicles per week

Car-O-Liner
Frame machines used

PPG
Paint supplier

FAULKNER COLLISION CENTER OF LANCASTER 
Lancaster, Pa. // www.faulknercollision.com

Leveraging continuous learning
Faulkner’s shop manager focuses on training to keep Lancaster’s vehicles safe

PHOTOS: PPG
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Investing in yourself

Lausch has amassed a wide-ranging col-

lection of awards for her charitable work, 

plus she and the I-CAR Gold shop have 

received numerous accolades for their 

professional expertise and achievements, 

including the Nationwide Insurance 

Showmanship of Excellence Award, “40 

under 40” honors, an Executive of the Year 

salute, the Enterprise Outstanding Excel-

lence Award and the BMW Outstanding 

Performance Award among other recog-

nitions of personal and industry esteem.

She is an active board member for the 

Women’s Industry Network (WIN) and 

also belongs to NABC, the National As-

sociation of Professional Women and the 

American Business Women’s Association 

of Lancaster.

Green Belt Lean Six Sigma training is 

another accomplishment, and the shop 

has hosted a BMW seminar for insurance 

personnel focusing on the automaker’s use 

of advanced technologies such as alumi-

num and other high-tech metals, carbon 

fiber materials and innovative electronics.

“As collision industry professional, we 

at Faulkner Collision take training as seri-

ous as the first responders and make train-

ing top priority with the intricacy of today’s 

new car technology,” Lausch explains.

“Building a reputation as the best col-

lision repair shop in Pennsylvania isn’t an 

easy task,” she adds. “It takes years of ex-

cellent work to gain the trust of customers 

and earn a reputation that’s unmatched 

by any other repair shop. That’s why we 

place extra importance on retaining the 

best workers available, adhering to prices 

and time constraints, and completing a 

job so good that only you will know that 

the car was ever in an accident.”

The shop floor features a specially 

designed “performance loop,” meaning 

that the facility’s unique layout maxi-

mizes speed and efficiency. “We don’t 

cut any corners, but we also don’t waste 

your time with the typical backlogs and 

bottlenecks that can occur at poorly de-

signed body shops.”

Processes are continually refined to 

increase quality and reduce cycle time. 

“We also have state of the art equipment, 

and if we don’t have it, we get it. This in-

dustry has a high demand to have the 

correct equipment to fix the vehicle cor-

rectly and safely,” says Lausch.

“Each repair is treated uniquely, just 

as each customer is unique. Each vehicle 

is given the time, effort and professional 

expertise necessary to result in the best 

outcome possible,” she elaborates.

“We have fully trained employees to 

work on the vehicles, from the CSR, to 

the estimator, to the detailer. Everyone 

is properly trained in their department 

to deliver the best results possible.”

Regarding training and subsequent on-

the-job attention to detail and overall mo-

tivation, Lausch reports that “if you invest 

in yourself, I will invest in you. I promote 

from within 100 percent of the time, as I 

want to see my employees move up within 

the company and do what is their passion 

— having a place of employment knowing 

if you give it 100 percent you have the op-

portunity to move up. My employees are 

my family, and they are treated as such.”

A key goal is “to recruit, select, retain 

and promote individuals that will both 

add to the team chemistry and excel in 

performance while adhering to our high 

standards of ethics and integrity,” she says.

“Faulkner is committed to promot-

ing excellence within the automotive 

industry,” Lausch emphasizes. The or-

ganization sponsors eight students who 

are studying auto mechanics, with each 

young scholar visiting a dealership for 

three hours twice a week to gain real-

world experience. “During this time they 

shadow technicians, service advisors and 

parts departments to learn more about 

working in automotive dealerships.”

Lausch herself started out as an office 

manager in a collision center 20 years 

ago. The employer sponsored her to at-

tend the Vale National 2-week Physical 

Damage Appraisal Course and obtain a 

Pennsylvania state appraiser’s license.

“I began to write estimates and learn 

more about the collision industry while still 

doing the accounting,” she recounts. After 

five years Lausch landed at a Chevrolet 

dealership to become a fulltime damage 

appraiser under the guidance and men-

toring of supervisor Paul Angstadt.

Continuing to master the intricacies 

of direct repair programs, warrantees 

and service procedures, Lausch joined 

the Faulkner family as an estimator — 

and within a year she was promoted to 

collision center manager.

Brian Maschmeyer, territory manager 

at paint supplier PPG, describes Lausch 

using just one word: “Determined.” He 

goes on to point out that “she sees things 

through, she’s built a great team, and she 

cares about the quality of the work her 

shop turns out. Her performance as a 

manager has been impressive.” 

JAMES E. GUYETTE is a long-
time contributing editor to ABRN, 
Aftermarket Business World and 
Motor Age magazines. 
JimGuyette2004@yahoo.com
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ASA’s Redding gives legislative 

update for 2019

A
SA’s Bob Redding, the or-

ganization’s Washington, 

D.C. representative, off ered 

a legislative update for the 

beginning of 2019, discussing vehicle 

safety inspections, data access, OEM re-

pair procedures and aftermarket parts.

Safety inspections  

Redding began with developments in 

Missouri, what he deemed the ideal 

“template” for other states to follow in 

terms of automotive programs.

“Almost every year, the Missouri Ve-

hicle Safety Program is attacked in the 

state legislature. Last year, it was in the 

form of House Bill 1444. Unfortunately, 

we’ve seen House Bill 451 reintroduced. 

We need to stop it and in working with 

industry partners we hope we can do 

that,” Redding said.

Only 15 states in the US currently 

have state vehicle inspection programs, 

with as many as 30 boasting them in 

the past. “We think these are invaluable 

to protecting the motoring public. We 

would like to see the 15 maintained and 

enhanced to other states,” Redding said. 

And it seems a logical step, as many in 

legislature — particularly U.S. Senators — 

have raised concerns about autonomous 

vehicles and their safety.

“So where is the responsibility? What 

professionals are looking at these vehicles 

to ensure they are safe?” Redding asked.

Recalls also come in to play. Many 

responsible independent repairers look 

for recalls on their customers’ vehicles – 

without being mandated by a state pro-

gram. However, these recalls would be 

expedited much faster with mandatory 

inspection programs. “This is a critical 

piece in consumer education. Take the 

Takata recall, for example. “It would have 

been an immense benefit to have shops 

engaging with consumers,” Redding said.

Data access

In 2013, Massachusetts and six other 

states introduced legislation on Right 

To Repair, along with legislation at the 

federal level. Now a bill was introduced 

at the end of 2018 in Massachusetts with 

changes to the bill regarding telematics, 

R2R provisions and data access.

“Data access is the new service infor-

mation. ‘Data access’ is the catch phrase 

you are going to see over and over in leg-

islation and at the federal level. We need 

to ensure, in legislation, it does what au-

tomotive repairers need it to do,” Red-

ding said. 

OEM repair procedures

Another top-of-mind legislative issue 

is ensuring OEM repair procedures are 

used. Stemming from concern that these 

procedures were being bypassed, New 

Hampshire has introduced a bill that will 

help support the use of these procedures 

and payment at the shop level.

“Through CIC, ASA meetings and 

meetings with OEs and other industry 

stakeholders, we have reaffirmed the 

importance of maintaining OE proce-

dures in the shop. Now multiple states 

are drafting legislation, but this does not 

include parts. I look forward to more dis-

cussion about this,” Redding said.

Aftermarket parts

What Redding deemed a battle between 

David and Goliath, Wyoming — out of 

character for a state not deemed “heavy 

transportation — introduced Senate Bill 

0095 that attempts to define national 

certification for aftermarket crash parts.

The legislation thus far has passed 

within two weeks without enough colli-

sion shop input. “Any discussion about 

automotive crash parts invokes conver-

sation about quality issues. These are 

important issues that require more than 

a superficial review. Cheaper and quicker 

does not ensure a quality repair,” Redding 

said. “ASA opposes this legislation. We 

are working with shops on the ground. 

We want more study, more review and 

more input from stakeholders. It provides 

no protections for shops in an environ-

ment where we are more concerned 

about litigation. And it provides no pro-

tection for consumers.”

Redding concluded his update with a 

push for industry constituents to join ASA. 

“We have found there is power in numbers. 

We need more members and we need to 

speak up. We need to make sure we are at 

the table when decisions are made. If you 

aren’t at the table, you are very likely to be 

on the menu,” Redding said. 

GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENTS CONTINUE TO IMPACT THE INDUSTRY

KRISTA MCNAMARA // 

Content Channel Director
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BUICK INTERMITTENT 
NO START/STALLS — FIX

VEHICLE: 2013 Buick Verano, L4-2.4L, 
Automatic Transmission

MILEAGE: 82,008

PROBLEM: The engine would 
intermittently crank over but not start. 
Once started, it would also stall.

DETAILS: The technician retrieved 
one diagnostic trouble code: B1517 
5A — Battery Voltage Plausibility 
Failure (stored in BCM). Next, he tried 
to communicate with the Body Control 
Module. There was good communication, 
so he decided to check all the main fuse 
connections in the underhood fuse box. 
The fuses were in perfect shape so he 
inspected the fuse strip connections at 
the battery. When he wiggled the positive 
cable connection at the main fuse buss, 
the engine died. When he checked the 
rest of the nuts on the fuse bus, he found 
another one loose.

CONFIRMED REPAIR: He torqued all the 

fuse buss nuts to specifi cations and the 
problem was solved.

Not an ALLDATA customer? For 
access to this valuable experience-
based repair data and reliable OEM 
information, go to ABRN.com/trialnow 
to start a free trial.

This tech tip and others come from 
ALLDATA Tech-Assist, a diagnostics 
hotline of ASE-certifi ed Master 
Technicians.

Whatever technicians need — from 
alternative diagnotic strategies to 
step-by-step repair assistance — the 
Tech-Assist Team can deliver. 

Learn more at ALLDATA.com.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN 
SOUND DAMPENING

A
s demand for passenger ve-

hicles continues to expand 

in emerging markets and 

they become more techno-

logically advanced, consumers are plac-

ing greater importance on maximizing 

comfort and creating the best overall 

driving experience.

Noises created from a vehicle’s struc-

ture as well as airborne noises may cause 

passenger discomfort or annoyance. 

However, new technologies and advances 

in noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) 

materials for sound dampening are pro-

viding options to eliminate extra noise 

from in-cabin vibrations and friction. 

NVH materials — acoustic devices 

generally classified as sound-absorbing 

materials, sound-barrier materials and 

sound dampening materials — are used 

both inside and outside a vehicle to elimi-

nate noise. Liquid-applied spray dampers, 

liquid-applied sound dampers, liquid-ap-

plied sound deadener and liquid-applied 

spray deadener are all different terminolo-

gies for NVH materials used for the same 

process — applying a layer of material to 

dampen sound transmission. 

Creating a heavy layer — the thicker 

the layer, the less sound that can come 

through — will diminish or eliminate 

noise. These materials, however, are 

not only used during the collision repair 

process; some vehicle owners are also 

requesting additional sound dampening 

following the installation of aftermarket 

accessories and systems, such as an up-

graded stereo. 

Understanding post-repair 

sound dampening

With the global automotive NVH market 

expected to grow more than 10 percent 

through 2021 for several reasons — such 

as more vehicles with active noise control 

systems, consumer preferences about 

WITH COMFORT AS A TOP PRIORITY FOR VEHICLE OWNERS, HERE’S HOW SHOPS CAN TAKE 
ADVANTAGE OF UPGRADE OPPORTUNITIES IN NOISE REDUCTION

DOUGLAS CRAIG // Contributing Editor

TECHNICIANS USE AUTOMOTIVE 
NOISE , vibration and harshness 
(NVH) materials in repairs to provide 
either acoustic absorption or acoustic 
insulation to absorb sound.
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comfort and safety and even changing 

regulatory frameworks — it is important 

for repair technicians to understand what 

aftermarket sound dampening materials 

are available and how to use them.  

One of the biggest consumer com-

plaints about a vehicle post repair is that  

it sounds “tinny” — like a tin can or an 

irritating, high-pitched noise — from in-

side. More often than not, technicians 

repair the fender or door but haven’t re-

placed NVH or beta patches or have not 

reattached door skins to the body struc-

ture — such as underneath a door beam. 

This all affects sound dampening. 

Eliminating — or at least reducing — any 

noise or vibration does not change just 

how a car rides but how it actually feels. 

Automotive NVH materials provide either 

acoustic absorption or acoustic insulation 

to absorb sound. Noises and audible body 

sounds are two of the biggest problems/

complaints from vehicle owners, which 

contribute to how a vehicle handles and 

to the overall driver experience.  

A tinny sound comes from not re-

placing NVH material removed during 

vehicle repair. It is absolutely critical to 

put back any sound-dampening material 

originally installed by the OEM during 

the assembly process.  

During vehicle teardown, the techni-

cian should closely examine (to deter-

mine softness and stiffness) and identify 

what is currently installed by both look-

ing and touching the material that needs 

to be replaced. This will help ensure that 

the repairer is able to choose the proper 

NVH material or replicate it as closely 

as possible.  

Some parts and materials — such as 

fiberglass-reinforced epoxy patches that 

adhere to the inside of fenders, doors and 

quarter panels and are cured when the 

vehicle undergoes an OEM’s e-coat and 

curing processes — are intended to pro-

vide extra support to exterior body panels 

in areas that may be prone to oil canning 

or panels that manufacturers have identi-

fied as commonly leaned against where 

the load needs to be spread out. (Yes, 

OEMs do actually consider the user’s ac-

tions, such as leaning against a vehicle, 

and try to provide some protection/ad-

ditional support.) 

These types of patches are often, but 

not always, included with service parts. 

When they are not included, additional 

effort is needed to complete the repair, 

but some patches can be fully recreated 

in the field. Repairers can remove the 

original patch and re-adhere it with adhe-

sive as one option. Other options include 

the following: 

• Using sprayable sound damp-

eners or self-adhering products ap-

plied to the inside of the panel in 

question. The technician needs to de-

termine what will be proper if the OEM 

guidelines do not make it clear. Replace a 

stiff patch with something stiff and a flex-

ible patch with similar pliability.  

• Replacing the coatings — both 

inside and out — on the underbody. 

This is very important, as it will elimi-

nate the pinging sound created if, for ex-

ample, a stone flies up and hits the floor. 

A minor noise heard inside the vehicle 

from a stone outside of it may not seem 

like a big deal. However, eliminating that 

kind of sound is more than simple noise 

reduction. The ping created from that 

same stone hitting the underbody could 

be picked up by various sensors and mis-

construed as an issue. 

For example, it could affect the ve-

hicle’s yaw sensor. When the floor above 

the transmission panel in a vehicle by 

one particular manufacturer gets hit by a 

stone, it triggers a body sensor. A miscom-

municated data point from that sensor, 

along with all the other data from other 

sensors, can cause the malfunction indi-

cator lamp (MIL) to illuminate as “confu-

sion” exists. To address the situation, the 

OEM has issued a bulletin with its recom-

mended NVH materials to use during ve-

hicle repair so the “sound” is dampened 

should a stone bounce around and hit the 

underbody in the area of concern. 

Beyond noise reduction

In addition to the sound control NVH 

materials off er, they also provide excellent 

corrosion protection. New technologies in 

sound dampening allow some materials 

to be applied directly to bare metal. Di-

rect-to-metal (DTM) applications include 

floor plans, strut towers, core supports, 

trunk area, inner wheel wells, aprons and 

door hem fl anges.

This means the body shop doesn’t 

have to purchase substrate primer and 

the repairer doesn’t have to spend time 

applying it, which improves cycle time 

and reduces costs. Spray application of 

seam sealer can be applied as a surface 

coating to large areas of a vehicle as a 

durable treatment to provide customers 

with a robust solution. 

Use of DTM technology resists stone 

impingement-causing surface corrosion 

and also provides a sound deadening so-

lution. It is a “win-win” for both the cus-

tomer and the autobody shop.  

Although some repair facilities still 

shy away from using DTM (and some 

may never accept it as a solution), this 

sound-dampening technology is con-

tinuing to grow. Products have been 

tested and approved for performance, 

giving shops confidence and making 

NOISE

NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN SOUND 
DAMPENING allow some materials to be 
applied directly to bare metal. Direct-to-metal 
(DTM) technology resists surface corrosion 
while providing a sound-deadening solution.
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them more comfortable in using DTM 

when applying sound-dampening ma-

terials. (See the sidebar, “Advantages 

and applications of the direct-to-metal 

process,” for more information.) 

Next-gen and luxury vehicle 

opportunities

Electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid elec-

tric vehicles (HEVs) off er many benefi ts, 

but they also come with their own NVH 

challenges. Noise from high-frequency 

electric motor generators and power 

control unit high-frequency switching, 

engine startup and stop noise and vibra-

tion, and the “whine” sound from power-

split system gears and battery cooling all 

create undesired acoustical issues. 

To that end, higher-end and luxury ve-

hicle customers often have certain expec-

tations for sound quality within specific 

automobiles. Tailoring vehicle acoustics 

to meet OEM preferences or to set the 

manufacturer apart from competitors is 

becoming more commonplace.  

The driver or passenger in a luxury 

vehicle often has certain expectations 

about its acoustics. He or she may an-

ticipate nearly full isolation from any 

airborne or structural vibration noise. 

If a customer returns a vehicle to the 

body shop because it “just doesn’t sound 

right,” a technician now has to re-evalu-

ate the repair. 

Regardless of whether the vehicle 

comeback is because of noise from an 

improper or incomplete repair of NVH 

material or due to structural noise or 

vibration, it can still affect customer per-

ception. Autobody shops need to be pro-

active and prevent any negative thoughts 

about the repair job or facility, which in-

fluences the overall customer experience. 

This in turn may have an effect on Cus-

tomer Service Index (CSI) scores, one of 

the key performance indicators (KPI) es-

sential to a collision repair shop’s success. 

Shop management and technicians 

should consider using this as an opportu-

nity. Collision repair facilities could sug-

gest using a sprayable seam sealer in the 

wheel wells or underbody — even if the 

vehicle OEM did not originally put NVH 

materials in these areas — because it will 

reduce noise inside the vehicle. Using a 

DTM product with sound dampening in 

these locations also will provide better 

corrosion protection. 

These are opportunities to upsell to a 

customer, which can create revenue for 

the shop and help ensure customer sat-

isfaction. The customer may not be able 

to differentiate inherent structural noise 

from a vehicle (that was there before the 

repair was done but just not previously 

noticed) and noise or vibrations from not 

properly replacing NVH materials.  

Regardless, it may make for a dis-

satisfied customer. Shop management 

can help prevent customer complaints 

through upselling to improve sound 

dampening above and beyond proper 

vehicle repairs. Note that shops should 

provide full disclosure with any upsells 

— it is being offered to provide the best 

experience for the consumer — but is not 

necessary for proper vehicle repair. 

NVH restoration materials, along with 

all other “non-liquid” supplies, need to 

be included on the estimate/blueprint 

for cost recovery when required. Insur-

ers, or the customer if a self-pay cash job, 

will pay for those products necessary for 

completing a repair when they are item-

ized and have a logical explanation.

Boosting your business with 

satisfaction

Ultimately, the goal for any repair job is 

to structurally and aesthetically restore a 

damaged vehicle to its pre-accident con-

dition by fulfi lling both OEM guidelines 

and safety requirements — and having a 

satisfi ed customer.  

Although a properly repaired vehicle 

technically should result in customer 

satisfaction, it’s not always the case. Au-

tobody shops should embrace this as an 

opportunity. By providing the latest in 

sound dampening technology options, 

shops can help work toward complete 

customer satisfaction while helping out 

their own businesses.

For tips on how to confidently choose 

and use seam sealers and foams to re-

duce noise, vibration and harshness 

during vehicle repair, see “The art and 

craft of repairing with seam sealers and 

foams,” November 2018.  

NOISE

ADVANTAGES AND 
APPLICATIONS OF 
THE DIRECT-TO-
METAL PROCESS
• Elimination of substrate 
primer: This improves cycle time 
and reduces costs.
• High performance: Provides 
excellent adhesion to bare or 
primed surfaces.
• Easy to fi nish: Can be tooled, 
wiped clean, sanded and/or 
painted immediately.  
• Excellent corrosion 
protection: Meets J2334 cyclical 
corrosion for the vehicle lifetime.
• Versatile: Bonds to epoxy or 
urethane-primed surfaces. Can 
use one-component (direct to 
metal or HD) or two-component 
sealers (example: Fusor 019 bare 
metal brushable acrylic seam 
sealer), and it encapsulates the 
weld with minimal burn back.
• Appearance: Easily duplicates 
factory appearance and provides 
a fl exible seal without shrinkage, 
cracking or sagging.
• Bare metal applications: 
Floor pans, strut towers, core 
supports, trunk area, inner wheel 
wells, aprons, door hem fl anges.

DOUGLAS CRAIG is 
Technical Application Engineer 
and Collision Industry Liaison, 
Structural Tech Service, 
LORD Corporation. 
douglas_craig@lord.com
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READY OR NOT — 
ADAS IS HERE!

A
dvanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) — if 

you haven’t heard of this term yet, you will!  

ADAS is an industry-invented category that in-

cludes all those things that help keep vehicles safe 

on the nation’s highways. Blind-spot monitoring, pedestrian 

detection, adaptive cruise control and emergency braking are 

just a few features that fit into this category.   

While the category may be new, the features it represents 

are not. Forward collision warning systems were appearing as 

early as 2001 as options in high-end models. By 2008, which is 

considered to be the older end of the “aftermarket sweet spot,” 

ADAS-related features were found on some mainstream and 

luxury models from 18 manufacturers.   

You may be asking yourself, “So what? What does ADAS 

mean to me?” And that’s a very good question.  Whether you’re 

an early adopter who is ready to jump into the ADAS repair 

world or whether you’re more passive and taking a wait-and-see 

posture, you’re going to be affected.  

First, here’s a little more detail about ADAS and how it all 

works. Depending on the feature set available on a specific ve-

hicle, an elaborate ecosystem of cameras, radars, laser-assisted 

radar (LIDAR) and ultrasonic sensors (similar to SONAR) 

feeds information into on-board computers. These powerful 

computers interpret all that information and — using some 

artificial intelligence wizardry — enable features that fit into 

the ADAS category.  

The array of sensors, cameras and radar/LIDAR componen-

try that supports each feature can vary. Most of the time, for 

example, adaptive cruise control will be supported by a forward-

facing camera as well as a radar or LIDAR system and informa-

tion from legacy inputs, such as vehicle speed. The information 

from these inputs is fed into an on-board computer that uses 

them to deliver the driver’s desired speed, while watching for 

vehicles in front that might require a speed adjustment (up to 

and including an emergency braking countermeasure). 

Many vehicles rely on both the radar and camera to ensure 

safe operation. In discussions with one vehicle manufacturer, 

they explained that their forward-looking radar was very capable 

of identifying an object in front of the vehicle, but it was not 

so good at identifying what the object was. They explained, “It 

could be a manhole cover, or it could be a small child.” So in their 

model, the radar detected an object, then the forward-looking 

camera was responsible for validating the object was there, as 

well as identifying what the object actually was (and if it is safe 

to drive over it).    

For these systems to function as intended, many of the sensors 

must be kept in calibration. We’re used to that . The challenge with 

ADAS is that these sensors are all too easy to get out of calibration, 

and a technician may unknowingly cause that to happen.    

At this point, you’re hopefully seeing this as a huge oppor-

tunity for shops! These features, which are loved so much by 

the driving public, are going to carry additional cost to properly 

maintain the vehicle. But before you put that into your 2019 

business forecast, make sure you are prepared.   

First, there’s an investment required to get into the game. Many 

of the calibration procedures require specific targeting systems. Sev-

eral companies now market such kits, with good vehicle coverage. 

So that’s a solvable problem — but as with any other shop invest-

SHOPS THAT MAKE THE PROPER INVESTMENT TO PREPARE FOR ADAS WILL REAP THE REWARDS
BEN JOHNSON // Contributing Editor
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ment, you should evaluate the opportu-

nity to gauge the right time to purchase. 

Ask yourself how many vehicles you’re 

seeing regularly that likely have ADAS 

features on them and if you can market 

the service to grow the business, etc. 

The other, perhaps larger, issue to 

overcome is the problem of space. The 

average space required for proper cali-

brations is about 32 feet long by about 45 

feet wide. And that means empty space; 

you can’t have posts of lifts or other ob-

jects in that space, as during a calibra-

tion the components being calibrated 

could “lock on” to the wrong object, 

throwing off the calibration. Some ve-

hicles with 360-degree camera systems 

require much larger spaces. And the cali-

brations typically can’t be done outside, 

as the sunlight can adversely affect the 

calibration.  

Even many new car dealerships are 

struggling to meet the space require-

ments. If you have the space in your 

shop, you can rest assured some of your 

competitors won’t, which puts you in an 

enviable position to drive new revenue 

for your shop. “Hub and spoke” relation-

ships are already blossoming from these 

needs. In these relationships, shops will-

ing to invest the money and space to 

support ADAS recalibrations provide 

those services to nearby shops that may 

not have the resources or space available 

to do them. Many shops sub-let these 

services and are eagerly looking for 

providers to perform these calibrations.     

For those shops that can’t — or don’t 

want to — get into the ADAS calibration 

business, don’t stop reading! You’re still 

impacted. As mentioned earlier, many 

of those sensors, cameras and radar/

lidar components need to be kept in 

calibration, and many of them are (or 

are nearly) in plain sight and get in the 

way of non-ADAS repairs.   

Let’s say you have a 2017 Cadillac 

in the shop. During a collision, the A/C 

condenser was damaged, among other 

things, and the refrigerant has leaked 

out. You have the right parts in hand, and 

you’re performing the R&I procedures. 

Referring to the manufacturer’s service 

information, you follow the proper steps 

to get at it, and then there it is — Step #7: 

“Remove the forward range radar 

module, if equipped.”

It looks pretty straightforward. The 

R&I actually is pretty easy, especially 

in the context of the rest of the job on 

this particular car. But take a close look 

at the detailed instructions and the fun 

comes during the reassembly. The last 

step states, “For programming and set up, 

refer to Control Module References.” And 

there are the steps to perform the recali-

bration when needed. You get lucky with 

this one — no special targets or fixtures 

are needed. The calibration is “dynamic,” 

meaning it will self-learn if the calibra-

tion procedure is carried out correctly. 

It is kicked off using a scan tool, but 

then reality hits. Per the manufacturer 

instructions: 

“Drive the vehicle within the fol-

lowing conditions for 10-30 minutes or 

until calibration is complete. The ‘Ser-

vice Driver Assist’ message will turn off 

when calibration is complete. 

•  Drive at speeds greater than 56 kph 

(35 mph) 

• Minimize tight curves 

•  Avoid extreme acceleration or 

deceleration 

•  Follow one or multiple vehicles 

(Typical vehicle traffic is sufficient, 

but vehicles 30m – 50m (100 – 165 

feet) away are most effective at de-

creasing the calibration time) 

•  Drive in an environment that has 

stationary objects on the side of the 

road (street signs, guard rails, mail 

boxes, fences, etc.) 

Verify proper calibration by observ-

ing that the “Service Driver Assist” mes-

sage turns off within 10-30 minutes of 

normal driving.”

While the conditions outlined likely 

work well in much of the country, I can 

think of many places where it’s going to 

be very difficult meeting those require-

ments. Have you ever tried to stay above 

35 mph in Los Angeles or Washington, 

DC — or a number of other high-density 

areas in the U.S.? And, what shop has 

someone they can dedicate to 10-30 

minutes per car to carry out the required 

“calibration drive?” 

And this is just one example of many 

different scenarios possible. However, 

ignoring the calibration step is not an op-

tion. Consequences could be disastrous 

— to the occupants of the vehicle, vehicles 

around it and ultimately to the shop that 

performed the last service, which could 

have compromised the system.   

So what should you do? One of the 

major issues in all of this is to understand 

what you’re up against before you take on 

the job. Because these features and com-

ponents are not standardized, they can 

be called any number of things — and the 

calibration requirements can require a bit 

of research to uncover.  

At Mitchell 1, we’ve done at least part 

of this work for you. There is a new “Driver 

Assist ADAS” button in the ProDemand re-

pair information software. Selecting it will 

present a table listing the different compo-

nents and features that may be installed on 

the vehicle in your bay. It also indicates if 

and when those components might need 

calibration, and links to information about 

how to perform the calibration if one is 

needed. While it doesn’t solve all the chal-

lenges, it educates technicians before they 

get into the job, which is important.   

As for the business of calibration, it 

will be up to every shop to decide if they 

can and want to take this work on them-

selves, or seek out a shop that can do it 

for them. Either way, ADAS appears to be 

here to stay!  

ADAS

BEN JOHNSON is director 
of product management at 
Mitchell 1. He serves on the 
Auto Care Association’s Tool 
& Equipment and Emerging 
Technologies committees, 

the Telematics Task Force and the AASA 
Telematics Working Group.
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F
or more than three decades, 

the AkzoNobel Acoat Selected 

program has been the solution 

to help grow your business and 

improve your company’s day-to-day op-

erations.  Everything Acoat Selected does 

is about making sure their members thrive 

in the future, not just survive.  The result?  

Business sustainability.  Instructional 

classes and consulting engagements are 

facilitated by world-class Services Con-

sultants throughout North America in the 

areas of Process Improvement, Marketing, 

Sales, Talent Development and Finance.

Process Improvement

Repairing crashed vehicles is a long se-

ries of sometimes complex steps. Th e ef-

fi ciency by which a shop conducts each 

process step is the key to profitability. 

Th e number of process steps, the organi-

zation of the steps, the standardization of 

steps, and the interrelationships between 

steps all play a part in how effi  cient the 

overall body shop machine operates.

AkzoNobel is at the forefront of pro-

cess improvement with our Process 

Centered Environment (PCE) program. 

Incorporating tried and true concepts 

from our own Programmed System 

Technique (PST) along with collision 

repair applicable components of Lean, 

Theory of Constraints, and Six Sigma, 

PCE delivers profound process improve-

ment throughout the entire value chain.

From documented processes, to 

reengineering the flow of a collision re-

pair facility with our Facility Layout & 

Design services, AkzoNobel helps Acoat 

Selected members remove waste from 

their processes to improve productivity, 

cycle-time, customer satisfaction, and 

profitability.

Marketing

When you mention marketing, many 

collision repair owners and managers 

immediately think of advertising. While 

advertising is a component, marketing is 

so much more. Marketing generates the 

strategy that underlies sales techniques, 

business communication, and business 

developments. It is an integrated process 

through which companies build strong 

customer relationships and create value 

for their customers and for themselves.

Sales

Turning prospects into customers and 

then finally into raving fans does not 

automatically happen just because their 

car was fi xed properly in a timely man-

ner. With a variety of training classes and 

onsite consulting packages, we help our 

members turn all their employees into 

customer-focused selling machines.

Talent Development

Clearly, people are the most valuable as-

set of any business. Without those highly 

trained, motivated, self-directing employ-

ees; no amount of management effort 

will produce a successful business. From 

employee engagement to coaching tech-

niques, Acoat Selected members learn 

how to develop their people and manage 

them eff ectively.

Financial Services

Acoat Selected understands the impor-

tance of measuring the performance of 

your business in order to properly man-

age it. Acoat Selected members have ac-

cess to a variety of tools, training and con-

sulting packages to help them benchmark 

their fi nancial performance and identify 

opportunities for improvement.

In addition to the numerous classes 

held throughout the year, Acoat Selected 

members in North America meet bian-

nually for Performance Group meetings.  

During these 3-day events, like-minded 

body shop owners share successes, find 

solutions to problems, and make new re-

lationships. The wealth of knowledge and 

experience presented at these meetings 

is nothing short of awe inspiring.

Acoat Selected business services are 

available to all AkzoNobel Sikkens cus-

tomers. To learn more about the valua-

ble options available, visit www.acoatna.

com. To register for an Acoat Selected 

Business Services class, visit www.akzo-

nobeltraining.com.

Work on your business, 
not in it!

AKZONOBEL 
1845 Maxwell Drive, Troy, MI 48084
800-618-1010
Email: socialvr@akzonobel.com 
www.akzonobel.com
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Technical support team

You have questions = Autel Tech Sup-

port has the answers 24-7. You can 

CALL- EMAIL- LIVE CHAT- REMOTE 

SUPPORT live from your tool any time 

with our tech support team to discuss 

questions or repair procedures. Our spe-

cialists can troubleshoot issues or walk 

through a tool registration update pro-

cess to ensure your Autel tool is loaded 

with the most current operating system 

and vehicle coverage. We are currently 

expanding our video tutorial library for 

visual tool support. Find us on Youtube 

@AutelTools.

Complete diagnostic system

Autel tools provide today’s technicians 

with tomorrow’s technology. Autel of-

fers the most comprehensive industry 

coverage with the advanced MaxiSYS 

diagnostic scan tools. One year of free 

software updates and one-year war-

ranty are included with a new MaxiSYS 

purchase. After the initial year, extend 

tool coverage with a Total Care Program 

(TCP) to ensure software coverage. TCP 

subscriptions can now be purchased dig-

itally from local tool dealers for same-day 

tool activation.

Complete TPMS solution

Autel is the ONLY manufacturer to offer 

a complete TPMS solution by producing 

both powerful scan tools and high qual-

ity sensors to provide the most vehicle 

coverage, easy to use tool navigation and 

best tool and sensor compatibility. The 

new MX-Sensor 1-Sensor combines both 

315MHz and 433MHz frequencies for a 

1-SKU sensor inventory. Together with 

quicker press release valve stems for inter-

changeable metal and rubber valves, this 

programmable universal MX-Sensor saves 

installation time. Both the TS508 and TS608 

feature the exclusive TPMS Status Screen. 

It features a single screen full system status 

check to help technicians easily view sen-

sor feedback then quickly pinpoint faults 

to instantly determine repair procedures.

ADAS calibration package

Th e Autel MaxiSYS ADAS Calibration Tool 

Package provides advanced components 

and accurate repair procedures for camera, 

radar, lidar and night vision driver-assisted 

systems. It comes equipped with an eas-

ily adjustable calibration frame and inter-

changeable targets, ideal for collision repair, 

wheel alignment, glass replacement and 

specialty repair shops. Advanced MaxiSYS 

software provides detailed graphic instruc-

tions and precise measurements for setup 

and calibration procedures. 

Autel diagnostic 

automotive intelligence

AUTEL 
175 Central Avenue, Suite 200
Farmingdale NY 11735
(855) 288-3587
USsupport@autel.com
www.autel.com
www.maxitpms.com
www.maxisysadas.com
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A
t Axalta, the customer expe-

rience begins with refinish-

ing products and continues 

with ongoing training and 

support to help body shop customers im-

prove business performance. That’s why 

Axalta offers a robust set of learning and 

development options for many roles in 

the collision business. From the Painter 

Technician in the shop to the Customer 

Service Representative in the office, Ax-

alta can help employees perform at their 

best so shops run more efficiently and ef-

fectively to boost profitability.

Live virtual training

Axalta’s latest Learning and Development 

option is Live Virtual Training. Th is inno-

vative off ering allows paint technicians to 

earn I-CAR Credit Hours while training 

in their own shop, reducing disruption to 

the shop’s production schedule since the 

painter is still in the shop working. 

Live Virtual Training programs are 

completed over two days with certi-

fied instructor-led virtual training in the 

morning, followed by in-shop skill utiliza-

tion in the afternoon with the assistance 

of the shop’s Axalta Field Representative.  

Simply put, the Live Virtual Train-

ing program allows techs to learn in 

the morning and put the skills they’ve 

learned to use in the afternoon. 

eLearning

With eLearning options from Axalta, cus-

tomers can take courses online at axalta-

learningcampus.com from the comfort of 

their home and offi  ce. Th rough nearly 200 

courses, Paint Technicians can earn I-CAR 

Credit Hours for courses that typically 

take 20 minutes or less to complete. Th is 

is the ideal learning method for those who 

prefer to invest a little time in learning at 

the start or end of the day to prevent dis-

ruption to the shop’s production schedule.  

eLearning courses are designed 

to boost Paint Technicians’ efficiency 

with the Axalta products they use, in-

cluding Spies Hecker® and Cromax®. 

Courses range from instruction on 

single-product use to instruction on 

specific task completion with several 

products, such as cleaning, prepara-

tion and mixing. Additionally, color 

courses are available to help techni-

cians find and match color with more 

precision for greater shop throughput.  

Learning and development 

centers

For customers who prefer to learn in a 

state-of-the-art facility with little dis-

traction, Axalta off ers one- and two-day 

courses in its 9 Learning and Develop-

ment Centers in North America.  

Courses for Paint Technicians focus 

solely on the skills they need to be 

more efficient and productive through 

a proven mix of in-class instruction and 

in-booth coating applications. Course 

topics include tri-coat color application, 

matte finishing, micro repair and more, 

all while using the same Axalta paint 

Techs use in their home shop.

Customers who complete a series of 

courses online and in person can earn 

a Master Certification in Refinish from 

Axalta, earned exclusively at Axalta’s 

Customer Experience Center in Con-

cord, N.C. The Master Certification is the 

highest certification Axalta offers and is 

awarded to those who display master 

refinish skills and knowledge. Recipients 

of this award receive special recognition 

on the wall of fame inside the Customer 

Experience Center.

Refi nish Performance 

Management (RPM) courses

For non-technical shop roles, Axalta of-

fers courses in its Refi nish Performance 

Management (RPM) program. Th e RPM 

program is designed to help shops drive 

more work TO the repair center, while op-

timizing the speed at which vehicles are 

processed THROUGH the repair center. 

Courses available include Advisory Sell-

ing, Parts Management, Repair Planning 

and more. Notably, I-CAR Credit Hours 

are off ered on most instructor-led courses. 

Earlier this year, Axalta became the 

first company to offer I-CAR’s Professional 

Development Program Credit Hours to 

collision repair professionals online. Cus-

tomers in the United States can now go to 

Axalta’s online learning portal, the Axalta 

Learning Campus, to start earning credits 

for 10 newly accredited RPM eLearning 

courses, including Estimating and Produc-

tion Management. Estimators may earn 

up to 13 I-CAR Credit Hours, and Produc-

tion Managers can earn up to 17.  

Axalta offers additional training op-

tions, including a Certified Field Dis-

tributor program in which distribution 

partners can provide customer training 

in their shop, at the store and more.  

Learn more about Axalta’s Learning 

and Development program by visiting 

axalta.us.

Knowledge is power
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Spray Booth Parts Program

Blowtherm USA recently completed a 

major cost assessment analysis to ensure 

that all of your booth parts pricing is at 

the most economical level while supply-

ing the most reliable replacement parts 

available. 

The fact is there are Blowtherm spray 

booths that were purchased over 35 years 

ago that are still running as well as they 

did at the time of purchase. This is a great 

testimony to the quality of Blowtherm 

Spray Booth, Prep Station and Mix Room 

manufacturing along with our customer’s 

superb maintenance after the installation.

We urge customers of Blowtherm 

USA spray booths, no matter how old, 

to contact us directly for all of your 

spray booth parts to ensure the utmost 

longevity of the life of your system.  

Blowtherm OEM Parts

Here’s a brief list of some of the parts that 

we recommend for review:

• Door Seals

• Control Panels or Control Parts

• Motors

• Light Ballasts

• Sensors

• Temperature Probes

• Gas Train Components

Blowtherm Training Facility

Customers  of  newly purchase d 

Blowtherm USA spray booths, prep sta-

tions and mix rooms  are welcome to ask 

about our Blowtherm National Train-

ing Center (TX). The training center is 

currently equipped with a Blowtherm 

“Extra” cabin featuring Air Speed, Wa-

terborne and High Solid paint Flash-Off  

System and Vehicle Lift.

We welcome paint manufactures, 

paint jobbers and PBE companies to 

come in and demonstrate your paint 

products utilizing our equipment, train-

ing facility and classroom for your pro-

spective buyers.

Customer Testimonials

Blowtherm USA customers all over 

the United States are telling the world 

about their experience with and owning 

Blowtherm equipment.  We don’t have to 

tell you how good these products are, we’ll 

let our customers speak for themselves...

* Technology Equals Productivity: 

“Our shops utilization of waterborne 

refinish products made the Blowtherm 

Air Speed/Waterborne Flash-Off an easy 

choice. The increase in production and 

efficiency  is already adding to the bot-

tom line.” ~ Mark Smith, Collision Center 

Manager, HALL Buick-GMC, Tyler, TX.

* Energy Efficiency Saves Money: 

“We were really sold on the Heat Recu-

peration and Air Speed/Waterborne, 

Hi-Solid Flash-Off systems. No extra 

fans or blowers needed.”  ~ Dave Olender, 

Owner, Olender’s Body Shop, Vernon, CT

* Quality Construction: “We chose 

Blowtherm based on the quality of con-

struction, quality of service, and the foot-

print  they have created as the premier 

manufacturer of Spray Booth Systems.”  ~ 

Christian Nogueiras, President, Red Hill 

Collision, Costa Mesa, CA

* Longevity: “Twenty-five years later 

and still performing like the day I bought 

it. It’s the best piece of equipment I ever 

bought.”  ~ John Roper, Owner, Cutters 

Auto Body, Tewksbury, MA 

* Performance Means Profitability: 

“Before I had a good painter, now I have 

a GREAT painter! Our painter is getting 

more production and up to 50% more ef-

ficiency out of the Blowtherm booths.” ~ 

Scott McDaniel, Owner, Scott’s Custom 

Colors Inc., Terre Haute, IN

* Do the Research. Make a Smart 

Decision: “Honestly, I looked at every 

spray booth. I shopped around thoroughly 

and believe Blowtherm was the best deci-

sion.”  ~ Mark Kowalski, President/Owner, 

Marksman Auto Body, Brunswick, Ohio

Contact Us

Contact your local distributor for 

more details and learn how Blowtherm 

USA can help your shop grow. Or call 

Blowtherm direct at 1-855-463-9872. On 

the web? www.blowtherm-usa.com or 

sales@blowtherm-usa.com

Blowtherm Spray Booths: 

Parts program and training
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C
CC® Checklists empowers 

shop owners and staff with 

the tools they need to pro-

vide outstanding service and 

quality repairs, every time. 

Defi ne standard operating 

procedures

Checklists allows repairers to define 

unique operational process to build dy-

namic checklists that all employees can 

use to ensure that each relevant proce-

dure is completed with high quality and 

consistency on every repair. 

You define events and rules for every 

task you want completed. Each task can 

be configured based on phase of repair, 

type of damage, insurer, role and other 

parameters. Once configured, CCC ONE 

automatically computes and updates 

checklists throughout each job, giving 

your team space to write notes and at-

tach images to certain tasks. 

Reduce comebacks

With Checklists, events completed in 

the repair process are automatically 

logged based on the task type. Th is al-

lows shops to track quality and docu-

ment this highly variable process to re-

duce comebacks caused by avoidable 

errors. Enable a standard operating 

process to complete a safe and quality 

repair — every time.

Add CCC® Checklists today, visit 

www.cccis.com/checklists or contact us 

at 877-208-6155.

Ensure consistency and 
quality with CCC® Checklists

CCC 
877-208-6155
www.cccis.com/checklists



www.car-o-liner.com • 1-800-521-9696

Contact Us at CAR-O-LINER-US.COM  

for More Information About Training.

SUPPORTING
THE INDUSTRY
With Reliable and 
Sustainable Training



Finding the right hub-and-bearing assembly can be confusing. 

So Motorcraft ® simplifi ed the process by revising its 

lineup to greatly expand coverage. These units are 

competitively priced and fi t many older vehicles. 

See your local dealer or distributor for all the details.

AN EASIER WAY

TO GET YOUR

BEARINGS

Motorcraft® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company.

Right part. Priced right.
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I
-CAR®, the Inter-Industry Confer-

ence on Auto Collision Repair, 

is dedicated to providing the 

knowledge and skills needed to 

perform complete, safe and quality re-

pairs. I-CAR’s Gold Class® recognition 

for collision repair shops is the highest 

role-relevant training achievement rec-

ognized by the collision repair industry.  

To earn the Gold Class recognition, busi-

nesses must achieve and maintain a high 

level of role-relevant training across each 

of the major collision repair roles. 

Technical Tsunami™

The collision repair industry is being 

fl ooded with a tsunami of sophisticated 

new technologies and cutting-edge ve-

hicle advancements, which present new 

challenges for the collision repair indus-

try. With automakers (OEMs) introduc-

ing more than 100 vehicle changes each 

model year, the speed with which new 

technologies and high-tech materials 

continue to be introduced into vehicle 

applications is unprecedented. For the 

collision repair industry, devising a vi-

able way to stay ahead of unrelenting 

advancement is mission-critical.

The reality of collision repair today is 

that if shops are not training on new tech-

nologies, they’re falling behind. I-CAR 

training keeps technicians up-to-speed 

on the latest industry developments so 

they can feel confident they’re not just 

treading water, but are riding the wave. 

Professional Development 

Program™ (PDP) - now and in 

the future

Designed with extensive input from the 

collision repair industry, PDP training 

gives collision repair professionals and 

insurance auto physical damage apprais-

ers a distinct training path tailored to 

their specifi c role. Th is progressive train-

ing is designed to continually build upon 

their existing knowledge and is regularly 

updated to reflect current collision re-

pair techniques. Businesses that invest 

in PDP training benefi t from improved 

business performance, enhanced em-

ployee development and reduced risks.

In anticipation of the Technical Tsu-

nami, over five years ago I-CAR started a 

comprehensive process of gathering and 

applying industry insights and feedback 

about its education and recognition 

programs. As a result of the extensive 

input received, I-CAR significantly en-

hanced its training standard 

to incorporate the knowledge 

required to repair cars of the 

present and near future, plus 

place an expanded emphasis 

on requisite skills. This up-

dated Automotive Collision 

Repair Industry Knowledge 

and Skills Protocol launches 

in the first half of this year.  

Future I-CAR courses will 

be more hands-on, generally shorter 

and more interactive. Latin American 

Spanish versions of all core classes will 

be launching later in 2019 as well. All of 

these enhancements to PDP were coor-

dinated, reviewed and embraced by in-

dustry subject matter experts, including 

repairers, OEMs and insurers. 

Introducing the training sub-

scription program 

I-CAR is rolling out an exciting training 

subscription program. Th is program pro-

vides training for all Gold Class shop tech-

nicians and employees. It also lets training 

managers better direct training activities, 

budget more eff ectively and reduce shop 

training costs due to technician turnover.

The training subscription includes 

unlimited live, virtual and online courses. 

It is scaled based on a shop’s size. While 

the price is calculated based on the four 

key roles (Structural Technician, Non-

Structural Technician, Refinisher and 

Estimator), the subscription benefits all 

shop employees. 

The even better I-CAR 

In 2018, I-CAR reported another impres-

sive year of training growth and partner 

participation, estimating that nearly one-

fourth of the collision repair industry is 

now actively engaged in I-CAR training. 

Th e ongoing growth is further validation 

of I-CAR’s commitment and the industry’s 

acceptance of the need for training. I-CAR 

will continue to push forward with rele-

vant and sustainable solutions for today’s 

and tomorrow’s technicians.

Training gets even better 

at I-CAR



  Three Mode Selections:
- Enhanced All Module Scan: Codes 

  and Data Stream
- Generic OBD II Only with Readiness  

  Monitor Status

Roxie automatically scans all makes, models and modules and emails 

a pre/post scan report up to five email address at a time. No Human 

interaction needed, just plug Roxie into the OBD-II port.

Roxie speaks loudly as she calls out each module being scanned.

Roxie Utilizes  an integral plug and play cellular toggling technology

that seeks out the strongest signal from two providers. Roxie doesn’t 

require any Wi-Fi, Bluetooth pairing or Smartphone Connection. Roxie

is the perfect solution for Collision/MSO shops requiring a Pre/Post 

scan report without the need of a trained scan tool technician or 

reoccurring remote diagnostics service.

Easy to operate-Just Plug in and go

Cellular toggling story or Mobile Hot Spot enabled

Automatic Updates

Pre and post report will automatically 
send up to five email address

- PRE & POST REPORT -
W i l l  a u t o m a t i c a l ly  s e n d  u p  t o  5  e m a i l  a d d r e s s e s
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E
very model year, OEMs in-

troduce more complex and 

exotic exterior colors to help 

differentiate their vehicles 

from the competition. This presents sig-

nificant challenges for refinish techni-

cians faced with repairing these finishes 

back to their pre-accident condition. 

Adding to the fray is the fact that the ac-

tual color of the customer’s vehicle can 

vary from the OEM standard, making it 

necessary for the technician to tint the 

original color, if a variant color formula is 

not available. In response to these chal-

lenges, PPG’s refinish training team has 

developed a series of advanced color-

matching courses designed to elevate 

technicians’ knowledge and skills using 

its premium brand refinish systems. 

Taught at each of PPG’s 16 business 

development centers, the courses offer 

both classroom instruction and hands-

on exercises, with class sizes kept small 

to ensure individual attention.

Color adjustment course

This 2-day, in-depth program covers 

the theory of color and its practical ap-

plication in matching and tinting col-

ors. Geared to the specifi c PPG refi nish 

system and its associated color tools 

used by the attendee, the course cov-

ers blending and tinting techniques for 

single stage, basecoat/clearcoat and tri-

coat colors. 

Topics Covered

• Color theory and perception

• Color plotting

• Light sources

• Evaluating formulas

• Flop and how to adjust for it

• How to use a tinting chart

•  Blending techniques with hands-on 

exercise

•  Proper handling and management of 

mixing bases

Tri-coat and specialty fi nishes

Designed to address the increased OEM 

use of sophisticated colors, this 2-day 

course provides comprehensive instruc-

tion on painting and repairing tri-coat, 

low gloss, liquid metal and translucent 

colors, including specialty fi nishes color 

retrieval. 

Topics Covered

•  Color tools for matching specialty 

fi nishes 

•  Creating a letdown panel for tri-coat 

colors 

•  Blending tri-coats with hands-on 

exercises 

• Matching low gloss fi nishes

•  Use of gray shade undercoats for 

translucent colors

Both courses are offered to refinish 

technicians using the following refin-

ish systems from PPG: ENVIROBASE® 

High Performance, AQUABASE® PLUS, 

DELTRON® and the GLOBAL REFINISH 

SYSTEM®.

To register for a PPG color training 

course, contact your local PPG distribu-

tor or visit us.ppgrefinish.com/training.

PPG offers advanced training 

for matching today’s 

sophisticated vehicle colors
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P
ro Spot’s Engineer-

ing team has done 

it again. With past 

s u c c e s s e s  w i t h 

the i4 Inverter Spot Welder 

(a North American first) and 

the Auto i5 Spot Welder with 

Trans-Gun and Color Touch-

Screen (another North Ameri-

can first), Pro Spot is shaking 

up the welding world with the 

release of the i4s SMART Auto 

Spot Welder. 

The welding gurus at Pro 

Spot have listened to the shop 

owners and repair technicians 

to develop the industry’s first 

Truly SMART Auto Welder 

that provides reliable Adaptive 

Auto-Weld settings, Real-Time 

Training right on the welder, 

and the ability to track and ex-

port the weld logs via WiFi.  

With this new technology, shops can 

enjoy increased profitability and peace 

of mind, while technicians will appreci-

ate its ease of use with new features like 

360 Degree Arm Rotation and On-Gun 

Feedback Screen & Controls ON the re-

designed lightweight welding gun. 

Why did Pro Spot break the 

ceiling and build this revolu-

tionary welder? 

Th e i4s spot welder was designed to di-

rectly address the biggest challenges to 

welding modern high-strength steels. In 

order to create the strongest weld possi-

ble, the i4s uses a unique system to regu-

late the true energy delivered to the weld, 

ensuring smooth and consistent nugget 

growth preventing brittle areas around 

the nugget from too much heat.

Imagine having only one lane to 

drive in on the freeway and sticking to 

it the whole time regardless of traffic, 

accidents, hazards, etc. Now, imagine if 

you could switch lanes when you start 

to notice traffic buildup or an object in 

the road, getting you home faster and 

safely. The i4s Adaptive Auto Welding 

measures and adjusts energy delivered 

throughout the weld, ensuring smooth 

and consistent nugget growth. These ac-

tive measurements prevent applying too 

much heat to the sensitive high-strength 

steels. If other welders are “SMART,” then 

this one is GENIUS!

Pro Spot’s i4s SMART Auto 

Spot Welder is shaking up 

the collision repair industry.
If other welders are “SMART,” then this one is GENIUS!

PRO SPOT INTERNATIONAL 
+17604071414

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
prospotinternational/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/prospotwelding

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
prospotwelding/

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/
ProSpotInternational
www.ProSpot.com



© Saint-Gobain February 2019.

Take RSG for a test drive and see the results!
Toll Free: (800) 456-8444 | email: RSG@saint-gobain.com | www.refinishsolutionsgroup.com

Change the way you finish every contour.  

No more skipping, or wobbling. Get evenly 

dispersed compound while reducing heat 

buildup. REVvive by RSG pads have a 

unique CCS waffle design that resolves the 

common problems of the traditional waffle.

We Perfected 
The Waffle.
So You Can Perfect The Finish.  
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W
ith the new SATAjet X 

5500, the German pre-

mium manufacturer 

SATA complements its 

product portfolio with an innovative high-

performance spray gun defining a whole 

new application standard for the future 

based on the new X-nozzle system.  

State-of-the-art paint systems, a host 

of different materials and the latest ap-

plication recommendations open up 

new possibilities but also pose new chal-

lenges for professional painters. The new, 

revolutionary X-nozzle system with its 

wide range of nozzle sizes now provides 

an incredible wealth of solutions.

Both proven application technolo-

gies — HVLP and RP — remain available, 

each of them with the choice between 

“I”- and “O”-nozzle sets. Painters can 

now choose between two distinct spray 

fan shapes to accommodate varying cli-

matic conditions as well as different ap-

plication techniques.

What is different with the X-

nozzle system?

“O”-nozzles have an oval-shaped spray fan 

pattern with a larger dry zone and a wet 

core to accommodate increased applica-

tion speed at the expense of slightly less 

application control during the painting 

process. Th e fi lm build per coat in com-

parison to an “I”-nozzle of the same size 

is slightly higher.

“I”-nozzles instead have a parallel 

spray fan pattern with a minimal dry 

zone and a drier center, which is ideal for 

painters preferring a reduced application 

speed and maximized application control 

during the painting process. The film build 

per coat in comparison to an “O”-nozzle of 

the same size is slightly reduced.

What are benefi ts of 

the X-nozzle system?

Th e X-nozzles are taking at-

omization to a whole new 

level. The new spray gun 

matches each application re-

quirement, such as specific 

characteristics of the paint 

system, climatic conditions 

and application method, 

and has optimized air distri-

bution inside the spray gun 

body for enhanced spraying 

uniformity and atomization 

with both spray fan shapes. 

Due to the new design of 

fluid tip and air cap, the 

air distribution insert is no 

longer required and consid-

erably reduces paint waste. 

In addition, we have reduced the noise 

level of this whispering nozzle during ap-

plication, giving painters the feeling of a 

much softer and more comfortable coat-

ing process. Painters can now realize con-

siderable material savings using the same 

application method as before.

Keeping the pressure under 

control

Th e accurate and correct setting of the 

gun inlet pressure is one of the key re-

quirements to ensure perfect color 

match during the painting process. 

Whether the pressure is set too low or 

too high, color deviations will be the un-

desired result. Th e consequences are un-

necessary rework disrupting the effi  cient 

work fl ow. “Incorrect inlet pressure” can 

be prevented by using SATA digital spray 

guns or the accessory SATA adam 2.

The SATA adam 2 is the compact ret-

rofit solution for SATA spray guns. It con-

sists of two components. The SATA adam 

2 dock replaces the air micrometer of the 

spray gun, allowing for a quick and precise 

adjustment of the spray gun inlet pressure.  

The second component, the SATA adam 

2 display, is safely fitted to the “dock” by a 

simple sliding action and can be removed 

in no time at all — for example before 

cleaning the spray gun in a gun washing 

machine or to use the “display” on another 

spray gun with pre-mounted “dock.”

The SATA adam 2 is available in 

chrome and now in a new black chrome, 

complimenting the SATAjet X 5500, SA-

TAjet 5000 B PHASER and the SATAjet 

B 1500 SoLV.

The revolutionary 

SATAjet X 5500

WWW.SATAUSA.COM
800-533-8016
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C
ommitted to strengthening 

the future of the collision re-

pair industry, Sherwin-Wil-

liams’ Automotive Finishes 

team is actively engaged in collaborative 

efforts with the Collision Repair Educa-

tion Foundation (CREF) to support sec-

ondary and post-secondary students 

interested in learning the trade. Sher-

win-Williams offers training to students 

and instructors; certification education; 

hands-on support at state, national 

and global competitions; and informa-

tion sharing at career fairs and industry 

events. Additionally, Sherwin-Williams 

donates products, training manuals and 

expertise to ensure that aspiring tech-

nicians’ classrooms are equipped with 

every necessary tool.

“The industry always needs outstand-

ing technicians,” said Rod Habel, Direc-

tor of Training Operations. “We help 

students gain knowledge and develop 

skills they will need to succeed in col-

lision repair careers. Technologies and 

best practices are constantly evolving in 

our marketplace. Learning in a hands-on 

setting how to mix and apply the latest 

solvent and waterborne technologies is a 

constant need for industry professionals, 

and it is the most effective way to help 

reduce cycle time and produce quality 

refinish and repair results.”

Training takes place at the six Sherwin-

Williams North American automotive fin-

ishes training centers — Chicago, Atlanta, 

Philadelphia, Dallas and Reno in the U.S., 

and Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. The 

company regularly invites students and 

instructors to visit the training center near-

est them for hands-on instruction.

The training protocol for students in-

cludes an introduction to products and 

their features, an opportunity to apply 

paint inside a spray booth and a discus-

sion of potential career opportunities. 

Local body shop owners sometimes join 

the conversation to share insights into 

what they seek in employee candidates.

Instructors are encouraged to attend 

training classes annually to learn about 

emerging technologies and discuss the 

merits of various teaching approaches. 

Michael Pellett, Regional Training 

Manager of the Western Region, explains 

that Sherwin-Williams takes its training 

efforts on the road, too. “For example, 

we go to Texas State University twice a 

year to teach a certification course that 

helps students earn I-CAR credits, which 

help them secure jobs in the industry,” 

says Pellett, who has been involved in 

the CREF efforts for 30 years (he actu-

ally went through the training program 

himself as a student at Waukesha County 

Technical College in 1973).

The group looks for industry event 

tie-ins as well. For example, they invite 

instructors to a class immediately pre-

ceding industry events like Automechan-

ika, and trainers speak at The SEMA 

Show (Specialty Equipment Market As-

sociation) in Las Vegas each year.  

To further support students, the team 

participates in judging, set-up and break-

down at the SkillsUSA National Skills and 

Leadership Competition. Students in the 

Automotive Refinishing Technology cat-

egory compete in areas including paint 

mixing, matching and application, trou-

bleshooting and more. Sherwin-Williams 

then goes on to support the national con-

test winners in the  global competition. 

“These students are the future of our 

industry,” concludes Habel. “We are com-

mitted to supporting them in any way we 

can, giving them the tools they need to 

keep us all moving forward.”

For more information on Sherwin-Wil-

liams Automotive Finishes training, visit: 

http://www.sherwin-automotive.com/

collision-repair/training-support/; or call 

1-800-SWULTRA (1-800-798-5872).

Sherwin-Williams supports 
tomorrow’s talent
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V
ehicle construction technol-

ogy continues to change 

at an increasing faster rate, 

which in turn, drives changes 

to vehicle repair methods within collision 

repair facilities. Collision repair facilities 

must stay current with modern vehicle 

repair techniques, which this places a sig-

nificant burden on already constrained 

shop resources.

Every year, Spanesi Americas devotes 

more and more resources to meet our 

client’s and distributor’s training require-

ments. Spanesi offers training initiatives 

in three core areas; Clients (Customers 

/ End-Users), distributors and Spanesi 

team members.

In each core area, Spanesi Americas 

provides multiple opportunities for train-

ing and holds multiple training sessions 

each month at its corporate training 

center, distributor training centers and 

in-shop locations.  This strategy ensures 

that the training required to properly 

install, maintain and operate Spanesi 

tools and equipment is delivered to all 

involved. Spanesi’s training goal is to 

ensure that the vehicle technician can 

perform a repair back to OEM standards 

using Spanesi’s OEM approved products.

Touch Measuring System

Training starts immediately at the time 

of sale. The Spanesi Touch electronic 

measuring system is not only delivered 

and installed at the shop, but Spanesi 

provides initial in-shop training.  This 

includes training for measuring vehicles 

on the fl oor, on a 2-post lift, or on a frame 

rack or a straightening bench.

After becoming familiar with the 

Touch, it’s recommended that shop tech-

nicians attend the comprehensive Spanesi 

2-day Touch train-

ing course.  The 

course, offered at 

the Spanesi Ameri-

cas and Distributor 

Training Centers. 

It provides techni-

cians basic, as well 

as, more advanced 

functions of the 

Touch electronic 

measuring system.

Winstar Universal Jig (Fixtures)

Vehicle substrates are driving OEM re-

quirements to use jigs and fixture sys-

tems to repair today’s vehicles. As with 

the Touch, Spanesi off ers training on the 

Spanesi Winstar jig system when it is 

delivered and installed in a collision re-

pair facility.  Th e Winstar Jig system can 

be used with the Spanesi straightening 

benches up to 14 jig locations.  A smaller 

jig system is also comes with the Multi-

bench Package 6.  Spanesi jigs can be 

used for anchoring, pulling, holding and 

parts alignment.

Spanesi offers a 1-day Jig training 

course at its training center and distribu-

tor training centers. During this course, 

the technician is thoroughly instructed 

jig system setup, use and advanced func-

tions of the jigs, including the upper-

body system.

Welders

With the variety of substrates being 

used today (mild steel, advanced high-

strength steels and aluminum), there 

are also diff erent welding requirements 

needed to perform proper repairs.  With 

its squeeze type resistance spot welder 

(STRSW), Spanesi provides in-shop 

training at the point of sale.  Th e training 

focuses on the operation and program-

ming of the welder and the proper setup 

application of the arms and electrodes 

included with the welder.  Spanesi’s MIG/

MAG welder training encompasses set-

up, programming and proper welding 

techniques using this synergic welder.

Training Center Growth

Spanesi Americas primary Training 

Center is located in Naperville, Illinois. 

Due to Spanesi’s tremendous growth in 

North America, the demands for training 

have also grown.  Through its distribu-

tors, Spanesi is expanding the number 

of training centers that are in place.  We 

have locations in Plant City, FL, Belling-

ham, MA, Wixom, MI, Lincoln Park, NJ, 

Toronto, ON, and Tyler, TX.  More loca-

tions are due to open in 2019 and 2020.

Spanesi’s professional 
training solutions

SPANESI AMERICAS, INC. 
123 Ambassador Dr. STE 107
Naperville, IL 60540
224-SPANESI (224-772-6374)
training@spanesi-americas.com
www.spanesi.com
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CPG

SUPER ASSILEX 
SYSTEM
The hottest 
sanding system 
everyone is talking 
about: Super As-
silex — the perfect 
sanding medium for today’s advanced 
painting technology. It provides fast and 
uniform coverage with extremely shallow 
scratches, a result from the combinations 
of ultra fl exible bonding and super sharp 
abrasives. It is ideal for light sanding on 
all types of surfaces that demand shallow 
scratches, uniform fi nish and still can be 
done in the shortest time.
WWW.EAGLEABRASIVES.COM

TOYOTA GENUINE 
RADIATORS AND 
CONDENSERS
Engineered to the 
strictest quality standards, Toyota Genuine 
Radiators and Condensers provide the su-
perior performance, reliability and precise 
fi tment you expect from Toyota Genuine 
Parts. This product line is designed, tested 
and approved by Toyota, providing you 
with quality radiators and condensers 
at highly competitive prices. Always use 
Toyota Genuine Radiators and Condens-
ers to ensure your repair meets Toyota’s 
standards for fi t, function and reliability.
WWW.TOYOTAPARTSANDSERVICE.COM

PANEL SHOP 1200
Most advanced compound 
+ polish + glaze. Body shop 
safe. Extremely high polish-
ing efffect. Deep fl awless 
mirror wet fi nish. Zero dust 
3-in-1product compound, 
polish and glaze using dif-
ferent pads. Reduced cycle 
times. Eliminates compound-
ing marks, ultra-fi ne scratches. Excellent 
for darker colors. Removes swirls and 
eliminates holograms, defect, bird drop-
pings, acid rain, water spots. The new gold 
standard in polishing is Panel Shop 1200.
WWW.INSTAFINISH.COM
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metalux.us

Metalux™ LV is a new Low VOC paint that delivers  

collision-quality color at an affordable price.  

Backed by Axalta, it’s easy to use and provides the  

high-quality results you’ve come to expect from Metalux.

VALUE YOU CAN COUNT ON.
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What is WIN?

THE network that drives the future of collision 

repair by attracting, developing and advancing 

women through education and connections.

•  Local/Regional  
Networking Events

•  Annual Education  
Conference

•  Educational Webinars

•  Mentoring  
Opportunities

womensindustrynetwork.com

•  Scholarship Program

•  School Outreach  
Program

•  Most Influential Women  
(MIW) Award
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N
o matter your position 

or role in life, one thing 

we all do every day is 

negotiate. We may not 

realize we are negotiating, but any 

time we are trying to get someone 

to do something, we are negotiating. 

How many times have you tried to 

get your child to do something or 

your spouse, your boss, an insur-

ance adjuster, employee, vendor or 

co-worker? We are always negotiat-

ing. That is why I love the book Never Split the 

Difference by Chris Voss.  

Chris is the former lead international hos-

tage negotiator for the FBI and shares his field-

tested approach to high-stakes negotiations 

— whether at home or at work. If you think there 

is nothing practical to learn from an FBI hostage 

negotiator, you are mistaken.  

Chris shares in his book such brilliant prin-

ciples and tactics to navigate through everyday 

life negotiations as well as negotiating the “big 

deals.” As I contemplated sharing insights on 

what I have learned from Mr. Voss, I knew I had 

too much to share for one column. However, my 

goal is to share practical principles that can cre-

ate a win-win negotiating style and encourage 

you to add this to your must-read list for 2019.   

Life is full of conflict in all relationships. Learning how 

to engage in healthy and respectful conflicts without caus-

ing damage is what we most want. Voss points out the first 

step to achieving a mastery of daily negotiation is to get over 

your fear of negotiating. Successful negotiations are not bully 

sessions, but include Active Listening, Mirroring, and Tacti-

cal Empathy. Most importantly, negotiation is the heart of 

collaboration.    

Mirroring is simply an imitation of what the other person 

is saying. This type of mirroring does not involve body lan-

guage; for example, if you were to see someone move their 

hand to their chest and you’d do the 

same. Instead, this type of mirror-

ing is repeating back the last two to 

three key words of what someone 

said. Voss has learned when you re-

peat back to someone what they just 

said, you are signaling to their sub-

conscious we are alike, and it keeps 

people talking in order to gather 

information and build trust. Using 

mirroring is a great way to encour-

age your counterpart to expand on 

what they said and show them you have been 

paying attention. This also helps you get to the 

bottom of why they don’t want to do what you 

want. One important thing Voss points out is 

to never ask “why.” We were ingrained from an 

early age that asking why is negative. As a child, 

did you ever hear, “Why did you do that?” You 

immediately knew you did something wrong. 

Instead of asking “Why?” replace it with how, 

what or when. To make this practical in a shop 

setting, when the insurance adjuster refuses to 

pay for a vehicle diagnostic scan, instead of ask-

ing, “Why not?” mirror their last two to three 

words and change it to, “You will not pay for 

a diagnostic scan? How will we ensure a safe 

and proper repair? Do you want us to deliver the 

vehicle back to the customer without the safety 

systems working properly?” Obviously, that is not an option 

and neither side would say yes to that question.  

Continue reading next month to learn about incorporat-

ing Tactial Empathy into your negotiation skills. 

To find out more about Chris Voss and his book Never 

Split the Difference, visit blackswanltd.com. 

THE LAST DETAIL

SHERYL DRIGGERS is the owner of Universal Collision Center 
in Tallahassee, Fla. Through her career, she has gained specialized 
experience in marketing, management, public speaking, teaching 
and fiscal oversight. 
sheryld@universalcollision.com

USING 
MIRRORING IS A 
GREAT WAY TO 
ENCOURAGE YOUR 
COUNTERPART 
TO EXPAND ON 
WHAT THEY 
SAID AND SHOW 
THEM YOU HAVE 
BEEN PAYING 
ATTENTION.

Lessons we can learn from 
an FBI negotiator
Mirroring can help you gather information and build trust with customers, staff



i4s - Smart Spot Welder

On-Board Training

877-PRO-SPOT

Follow us on

• Reporting Via WiFi

• Real-Time Training

• Futureproof

• Increase Profits

• OEM Certified

• Faster Cycle Times



Reduce cycle
time by an
average of 9%
in your body shop

Controlling cycle time is important when

managing a profi table body shop. The data-

driven insights from Carbeat™ will help 

improve communication, process transparency 

and overall shop fl oor effi  ciency that can lead 

to reduced cycle time by an average of 9%*.

Visit carbeat.com to learn more about how to

reduce cycle time and take your business to

the next level.

*Based on initial data of body shops using Carbeat.
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